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HE’S HERE EVERY MONDAY

“WIND” IN FROM FROSTY TRIP

ment before 1951 counts toward
this work requirement as well as
covered employment after 1950.
Starting Jan. 1 of this year, in
dividuals in the newly-covered
groups began building up social
security wage credits for Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance protec
tion. These newly-covered group'
include self-employed individuals
except those engaged in certain
professions, regularly employed do
mestic employes in private homes
and regularly employed farm em
ployes of non-profit organizations
and government employes may be
covered under special provisions
of the law
Many people. Field stated, are
not fully aware of the protection
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
provides for surviving widows and
children, and dependent parents
and widowers. A pamphlet entitled
•'Your New Social Security" which
describes survivors benefits as well
as retirement benefits may be ob
tained free by writing to: Social
Security Administration, 313 Water
street. Augusta, Me.

R.F.C. Shuts Up Shop

Larger Labor Force

The Rockland and Ellsworth Will Be Employed At the
Portsmouth Naval Ship
Offices Closed After
Serving Coast Well
yard
The Reconstruction Finance Cor
poration closed its Rockland emer
gency office in the Custom House
Thursday. The Ellsworth office
closed on the same day.
Officials of RFC have been in
the coastal area since a day or two
after the November gale and have
rendered real service to she fisher
men and lobstermen of Maine.
Tlie Federal organization came in
to the State upon the invitation
of Governor Payne and Sea &
Shore
Fisheries
Commissioner
Richard Reed who arranged to
have the coastal section declared a
disaster area.
Countless lobstermen have been
able to negotiate emergency loans
with which to buy a new trap
stock and repair boats damaged
in the heavy storm.
Persons who have further busi
ness with RFC, or who wish to
open negotiate loans, may address
the Reconstruction Finance Cor
poration at 10 Post Office Square,
Boston, Mass.

The Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
contemplates increasing its labor
force immediately. Although no
figures relating to employment
goals are yet available, the Maine
Fmploymcnt Security Commission
will assist the Naval authorities in
building up a list of job classifica
tions which will be available for
shipyard use as needed. Recruit
ing
representatives are
being
trained at the Naval Shipyard and
will go into the field as rapidly as
possible.
The initial schedule has been ap
proved for Maine but additions are
expected to be made within the
next 10 days. The present schedule
calls for Mr. Pridham to be at the
Rcekland Employment Office Feb.
c.

All local offices of the Maine
Employment Security Commission
have been requested to make every
effort to secure applicants possess
ing needed skills and to thorough
ly screen both the active and in
active files of work applications.
Those workers found to have the
Alcoholics
Anonymous. Men's
necessary experience in the trades
Groups. Women's Groups. Box 711,
and skills needed will be called in
Rockland.
S-tf
to the local Employment Office
for an interview.

HE Alt

BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION
SUNDAY AT 2.00 P.
STATION WABI

M.

A Rummage Sale, sponsored by
the Catholic Womens Club will
be held Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
G.A.R. Hall, offering unusual bar
gains. Doors open at 9 a. m
13andl5

Doubt sees the darkest night.

Faith sees the day.
Doubt dreads to take a step—
Faith soars on high.
Doubt questions—“Who believes?-"
Faith answers—"I.”

lhe dP(k urd pilot house of the trawler Wind as ( apt. Ed. Huntley
docked her at General Scs-.focds pier Wednesday noon, lhe big trawler
was coat'd wilh ice which had gathered ir the sub-zero temperatures as
she battled her wax i”to porl from lhe banks. The rrew had been break
ing off ice steadily on Ihe way to port bul it built up almost as fast as
they worked.

FROM MEMORY^ REALM
Recalling The Days When Admiral Roscoe G.
Ingraham Led Many Bands
(By Frank A

When oldtimcrs fall to talking
about brass bands sure to tome
up in the discussion is the name
of the late Roscoe G. Ingraham,
who organized ar.d directed several
of the leading organizations in
Knox and adjoin.ng counties. Not to
have known ''Ross" Ingraham was
to have missed the acquaintance of
a man who won no little fame in
the world of music, but whose ge
nial and friendly characteristics
won him friends wherever the
trail led.
By a curious coincidence "Ad
miral” Ingraham—a title which I
gave to him many years ago. and
which stuck to him to the last—
died the same week as the late Mrs.
E W. Thurlow whose ice cream
story I recently told in these col
umns. The coincidence arose from
the fact that both were residents of
Oak street, and each was 81 years
of age.
The retelling of “Admiral'’ In-

IF YOUR HOUSE IS
INADEQUATE

Winslow)

graham's life story may interest his
host of friends, particularly those
who were so long associated with
him in the instrumental music
field. So here it is:
• * * •
Mr Ingraham was born at In
graham's Corner. June 39. 1844, son
of Hiram anti Jane A. 'Schwartz!
Ingraham. His father was a farmer
and cattle drover.
The boy served the usual farm
apprenticeship, and at the age of
!6. joined the staff at the Thom
aston State Prison, serving some
times in the capacity of night
watch. His uncle. Thomas Hix.
was warden of the institution. The
family moved to Rockland in 1862
and Roscoe enlisted in the 4th
Maine Regiment. He did not go to
the front with that famous organi
zation. however, because his par
ents refused to give their consent.
Going to Camden he learned the
blacksmith's trade of Knowlton &
Baxter, who conducted a machine
shop, and he was employed also in
Alden’s Anchor Works. In his
rapacity as blacksmith he also
helped build a number of vessels
which were constructed in Southend yards of Rockland. His next
employment was at Vinalhaven,
where he worked as tool sharpener
in connection with a big granite
(Continued on Page Three)

ANNOUNCEMENT
DURO COLORIZED

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Offer a New Service to
Homeowners
With these great new home
improvements at Low Direct
Factory-To-You Prices

If your home gives you cold comfort—cheer up I
Follow Sylvester’s example!
START PLANNING NOW FOR A NEW HOME
TO MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS.

We can help you with planning, financing and selec
tion of materials.
Whether Colonial or ultra-modern, * new home can
be yours—don’t delay I

Passmore Lumber Co.
By the Arch—Where There’s Plenty et Parking Space

TEL.-CAM DEN-2330

® Storms cr sub- :' i v c: !her dc
not effect your PYTtOFA:: Gas sup
ply. Two cylinders ere inslalled, so
you always have cne in reserve
Then, loo, Pyf.OFAX Gas service
men are specially trained to give
you service you can cfecend on. Foi
cooking. waler-hec:ing and refriger
ation, use the best-use PYROFAX
bottled gas service.

1. Duro Seal Sidings—giving the
utmost in home beauty, in
sulation and paint savings.

2. Duro
(Hurricane
Locked)
Roofing. They cant blow off
or eurl.
3. Duro
Light
Combination
Storm Windows and Screens.
Also Glassed in Porches.

I. Durorent Awnings and Blinds
are the jewels that make your
home outstanding.
5.

You cannot just hold on to your faith and expect anything
much to happen. You cannot leave to others the doing of what
really needs to be done. If this vision you have of God does not
move and drive and pull and tug and wrench and twist and hold
and stride and walk off grimly after Him. it is nothing.
Doubt’s result is lack of communion.
‘‘But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that
wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and
tossed.
For let not that man think that he shall receive anything
of the Lord.’—James 1:6-7.
God requires that there should be no deliberate sin.
The heart must be "sprinkled from an evil conscience."
Conscience implies consciousness.
Conscious sins are the product of will. This “driver of the
human machine must watch all the parts of the engine, physi
cal and mental.” wrote Lord Avebury. “Habits have no eyes,
they do not see danger ahead, that is the driver’s duty." The
will, being at the heart of the human personality, must be in
harmony with conscience before the soul can be at rest and true
prayer become a possibility
Conscience can only assent to the will when the heart is
“sprinkled clean.”
"The blood of sprinkling" refers to sacrificial cleansing.
When John Wesley asked Arvid Gradin for his definition of full
salvation he replied: "Repose in the Blood of Christ, a firm con
fidence toward God and persuasion of His favor, the highest
tranquility, serenity and peace of mind, with a deliverance from
every (inordinate! fleshly desire and a cessation from all, even
inward sins.”
•
God requires that there should be no defilement.
“Our bodies washed with pure water” recalls John 13:10.
"Jesus saith to him. He that is washed needeth not save to
wash his feet, but is clean every whit: and ye are clean, but not
all."
Because of the open sandal ol that day and the dusty roadi
it was an Eastern custom to wash the feet of travel-stained
guests. From the dust of world, impure suggestions, irritating
contacts, active opposition, the Christian needs constant
washing
Finally, going back to our initial cleansing, the early be
ginning of the salvation experienc. This test is in the past
tense—'having been washed" and refers to the moment of bap
tism which was then the recognized mode of entry into the
church. Its inner significance was that it symbolized the death
of self and the rising in newness of life in Christ. This is the
reason why we can draw near.
“Let us draw near." If we come as we ought. He will not
turn us away.

THE DOINGS AT AUGUSTA
The Liquor Control Committee
will report "ought not to pass" on
four controversial liquor measures,
it was learned alter the group
held an executive session.
To be turned down by commit
tee action are measures which
would allow sale of liquor on elec
tion days when polls are closed,
would allow taverns to sell liouqr
and wine, would allow restaurants
to serve wine in addition to beer
and would allow beer retailers to
get their supplies on credit.
It was reported the committee
was unanimous in "ought to pass”
decisions.
A committee amendment will be
attached to an ' ought to pass" re
port on a bill which would re
move a licensee from punishment

Mobil-flame

Duro Door Hoods.
Protect
your
entrance
and
avoid
tracking in.
All Duro Products Are
Fully Guaranteed.

Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

Albert E. MacPhail
443 MAIN ST.,

•

KOCKI XND, ME.

TEL. 738

Remember, "Vour home is vour
castle." and everyone sees
the outside.

For a Free Estimate On a
Duro Projected Home

PHONE ROCKLAND 1213-M
OR WRITE BOX 424

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1135
3-S-tf

in the sale of liquor to a minor if
’he licensee could show proof he
believed the purchaser was an
adult.
To

Aid

Absentee
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PHILBRICK REALTY INC. FORMED

GUEST EDITORIAL
“A RIGHT APPROACH TO GOD”

Major Carl Elied of the Salvation Army
"Let us draw peer with a true heart in full assur
ance of taith. having our hearts sprinkled from an evil
conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water "—
Hebrews 10 22
Praver” it has been said "is not a method for making extra
ordinary discoveries about God. but a way of being sure we can
enter into relationship with Hint." That relationship depends
on our condition of heart when we approach Him. God re
quires that there should be No Deceit.
We are to “draw near with a true heart.” Thomas Cook
wrote: “We are to cease to perform works with any such design
as that of thereby saving our souls.”
A slave boy up for sale was asked "If I buy you will you
be honest?" "I'll be honest, sir. whether you’buy me or not.'
was the reply. "I'm a Christian."
Not for what we can get or to steal an advantage are we
to love God We are to
Serve with a single heart and eye.
And to Thy glory live and die
God requires that there should be no doubt
"In full assurance of faith,” says the Epistle
Doubt's basis is selfish presumption
C. A. Alington writes: "It seems silly to suggest that many
people suppose themselves to be better than God' but doubts
of His soo^ness and justice really imply nothing less
Doubt sees the obstacles
Faith sees the way

Manager Field, Social Security Representa
tive, Will Enlighten Eligibles
Beginning Feb 5. a representa
tive of the Social Security Admin
istration field office in Augusta
will be at the Rockland Post Office
Building in the Deputy Collectors
office every Monday from 12.30 to
2 p. m., George M. Field, manager
of the Augusta office announced
today. Field stated that these
weekly visits have been scheduled
because of the increase in the num
ber of applications being filed for
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
and the increase in the number of
inquiries being made.
This increase in activity. Field
said, was due to the liberal eligibil
ity requirements and the extension
of social security to new groups of
employed persons under the Social
Security Amendments of 1960.
Field pointed cut that a person
already 66 or over, or who will
reach age 65 before July 1, 1964,
is required to work only one and
one-half years in covered employ
ment to qualify for monthly OldAge and Survivors Insurance bene
fits. Any work in covered employ

EIGHT PAGES—5e COPT
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Voters

Two bills designed to make it
easier fcr absentee voters to par
ticipate in elections were given
public hearings Wednesday.
A bill offered by Senator Tabb
cf Gardiner would simplify absent
voting in city elections by permit
ting the city clerk to send a ballot
along with a ballet application.
Present law requires the Board of
Registration to approve the appli
cation before the ballot is sent.
Deputy Secretary of State Mac
Donald explained that in cities
where the board met only a few
days before elections there wasn't
sufficient time for absent voters to
cast their ballots.
Another bill introduced by Rep
resentative Dickey of Brooks would
eliminate the oath in absent vot
ing.
Present law requires the
voter to mark his ballot and have
it signed by a notary public.
Representative Dickey said that
the object of the bill was to get
out a larger vote by cutting red
tape.
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

Wife Of Purchaser Of A. P. Blaisdell Property
Heads New Real Estate Holding Company
Rhama E. Philbrick. who recent
ly purchased the BlaLsdell-Brown
business property reaching from
Union street to the waterfront in
the Park. Orient and Main stree'
areas, has formed a new company.
The new firm is known as Philbrick Realty. Inc
President cf Philbrick Realty,
Inc., according to records in the
Registry of Deeds and the office cf
the Secretary of State, is Mrs.
Gladys E Philbrick. wife of the
purchaser. Philbrick is named as
treasurer and a daughter Madeline
G Philbrick as vice president. A
second daughter, Mrs Norma V
Schofield, is listed as a member
of the board of directors which is
made up the officers of the new
corporation Cle.k of the corpora
tion is Attorney Charles T . Sma'.-

ey of Rockland.
Mr Philbrick. commented Fri
day :hat any plans he might have
had for the alteration of the two
Main
treet blocks and other
bindings he owns as a result of the
recent purchase are now held up
due to the go-.ernment "freeze"
on such work
He did say that if he cuold get
a permit he would immediately re
model the apartment building on
the corner of Park and Union
streets. The strucure was dam
aged to some seme extent by fire
two or three years ago and has
not been rebuilt.
Work which he will do on the
12 parcels of real estate In the
future will be controlled entirely
by the availability of materials and
the obtaining of government au
thorization. he said.

Polio Fund S4500

Heavy Accident Loss

Mothers March Wednesday Icy Road Conditions Were
Night Boosted County
Cause Of Many Traffic
Total: Camden Leads
Accidents Thursday
Funds from the very successful
Mother's March on Polio poured
into Knox County March of Dimes
headquar.'.ers Thursday to raise the
total collected to date over the
$4500 mark.
Camden went far over ihe top in
Knox County’s initial Mother's
March by turning in $837.90 for
the one hour campaign conducted
Wednescay night in a raging snow
storm. Besides the money collect
ed from the Mother's March, Cam
den town chairman, Mrs. Ray
Worthen announced other funds as
$155 on a puppet show benefit;
$376.75 on bond collection, and
$557.42 in miscellaneous donations,
making a grand total of $1,872.62.
All of the money is not yet in
from Camden so the total for tha:
seacoast town will climb higher.
James Connellan, Knox Countychapter chairman for the National
Feundation of Infantile Paralysis,
announced Thursday ehat Rock
land workers collected $703.22 in
the Mother’s March Wednesday.
The Owl's Head Grange reported
that it had collected $58 on a
benefit game party with the pro
ceeds going do the Knox CountyMarch of Dimes campaign.
The total collected for the county
in the present campaign is sure to
be the largest ever received here
with many of the ''.owns still to
send in their donations, officials
said today.

Heart Leader Here
State Chairman Speaker At
The Kickoff Dinner Of
County Heart Drive

Traffic accidents rolled up a total
in damages Wednesday night and
Thursday of $2725.
Vehicles in
volved included one operated by
Arnold D. Allen of 6 Linden street.
Rockland, which was in collision
with another operated by Charles
W. Carver of 27 Pacific street.
Damages totaled $150 to the Allen
vehicle and i50 to Carver’s.
A truck operated by Hugh
Knowlton of 21 Gay street was
damaged to the extent of $350 in a
collision with another truck oper
ated by Ferdinand Day of Thom
aston. Day's vehicle sustained $500
in damages. Day has been sum
monsed to count on charges of
passing a Stop sign at the junction
of Limerock street and Broadway.
Two Chevrolet pickup trucks, one
operated by Harold Kaler of 132
Limerock street and the other by
Roland J. Hahn of Thomaston col
lided at Park street and New
County road. Damages of J400 to
each vehicle was estimated by poj lice.
A two ton van body Dodge owned
by a Lewiston banana distributing
company collided with a truck of
the Rockland Rendering Company
at the junction of Route 90 and the
Camden-Rockport highway Thurs.
day morning
The banana truck
was damaged to the extent of $800
and the other truck to the extent
of $200.
At midnight Thursday, a taxicab
owned by Frederick Waltz and a
Ford coupe opera.ed by Eugene
Karpusi of Michigan collided. The
coupe was damaged to the extent
of an estimated $75.

Have you a youngster too young
to write but who just loves to
scribble? Keep him happy at little
cost by getting a package of news
print at The Courier-Gazette for
15 cents.
1*50

William Darroch of Portland, the
State chairman of the Heart Drive,
met Thursday night with the city
and town chairmen of the forth
coming drive. Darrock explained
the program of the campaign fol
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
lowing a dinner at the Thorndike
If I had my life to live again. T
Hotel.
, would have made a rule U, read
In his talk, he pointed out that some poetry and listen to some
75 percent of funds collected with music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of hi»pin the county remain in the state piness.—Charles Darwin.
of Maine for the aid of persons Your life is like a candle.
suffering from heart diseases who
You may light it, if you wfil.
cannot finance the needed treat From the fire of love and service
And its radiance will fill
ment themselves. The remaining
25 percent goes to a national fund Full many a darkened corner.
In this world of light and shade;
which is used for research and the
It may bum clear to the socket.
aiding of states which exhaust
But its glow will never fade.
their local funds during the year. Ycur life is like a candle.
Light it—lift it—higher still,
County Chairman Sam Savitt
said Friday that the familiar red Do not hide it 'neath a bushel—
Set it cn a towering hill!
plastic heart donation boxes will be
Let it chase away the shadows.
on all store counters next week. A
Light the path that men must
house to house canvass is also
trod;
planned during the campaign.
If you keep it burning brightly.
Some poor wanderer may find
Subscribe to The Courier-Go rette
God!

BASKETBALL

GAME PARTY

Rockland High School

At tbe

Lincoln Academy

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station. Winter St., at 7.30 and
leaves Legion Rome at 10.30.

Game Starts 8.00 F. M.
3-S-tf

VS.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' GAME

TUESDAY, FEB. 6
At the

Rockland Community Bldg
7.30 P. M.‘
Adults 60c; Children 40e;
Gr. Sch. Students 20e

14-15

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Lucky Strike Alleys
By Joe Talbot
Ladies’ Fourflusher League

Mathews Of Thomaston Re-'
calls Mr. Fuller’s Offer I
For a Home Run

[EDITORIAL!
THE CHANGING WINTERS

To the invalid's retreat there
came yesterday- a most welcome
letter from a friend of my boyhood.
George B. Mathews of New Britain,
Conn., who was playing baseball in
Thomaston, while I was a member
of the Rockland team Enclosed
in his letter was a clipping from
The Courier-Gazette which told of
the late W. O. Fuller’s offer of $5
for a home run.
"I was mighty glad to get that.”
writes George, “because I play ed in
that very game. It was played on
the old Broadway grounds in the
Summer of 1887, an U-inning
game Scorer Rockland 4. oppo
Nighthawk League
nents 2.
The Deuces and Queens are tied
“I played short stop on the Rock
for first place in the second half, land team the most of that Sum
as the Kings lost most of their mer and played tliat position in
first string lineup due to natural this game. Thayer was at second
causes. The Deuces won four from base. The team that season was
the Jacks with Capt. Dot Poland in made up largely of Bates College
the lead role with a total of 260. players. Frank W. Sandford was
Ruth Johnson kept the Jacks in the our catcher and if my memoryrunning with a total of 263.
serves me right, our pitcher was a
The Queens swept five from the fellow by the name of Underwood.
Kings with Foster setting the pace
“I remember distinctly when
with a 239 total. Neva Bennett, a Thayer came to bat in the 11th
one time star bowler, came in to inning with a man on first and Mr.
substitute and led the Kings with a Fuller shouting ‘Five dollars for
total of 244.
• a home run!’ Thayer delivered.
At the head of the average de
“Those were my prime baseball
partment is Ruth Johnson with an days as a player A year or two
average of 88 41.
, ago an item appeared in The Cou
rier from George Walker in War
Belfast League
The Tigers won an easy five point ren that he had played in a game
victory over the Ramblers as the with Frank Sandford.
“We had another interesting
latter team failed to produce the
required number of contestants and game when I was playing with
were forced to forfeit five points. Rockland. A team from Boston
The Crusaders were a little rough called ’The Madison Parks' came
on the Hoosiers as they swept all in on the boat, played us in the
five points on a great display of afternoon. We won. I don’t re
balanced bowling. The low man on member the score They went on
the Crusaders had 270 and Hall
the top man had a total of 273. the finish to drop the decision by
which is pretty even bowling for 22 pins. Warren “Kerosene Finish"
five men. Don Howard hit a 292 Colwell put on one of his famous
total to pace the Hoosiers. Les Smith spurts to cop the high total with
still holds the top average with 567 edging Tut Whittier by one pin.
Kitchen rolled a very commendable
98.45.
562 total for the Canoe Citymen.
Hotshot League
Jake Johnson and Eddie Ames
With the league lead in a dead
lock, Bobs took sole possession of swamped "Pop" Talbot and Ayl
first place by knocking off Tom's ward in a five string match Sun
Lunch for four points with Har day night, the margin of victory,
old Heal starring for Bobs with a 128 pins. Ames smashed out a 525
305 total. That Ripley fellow really total with Johnson slaughtering the
gets arcund. Here he is with a 300 maples for a 532 total. '‘Pop" rolled
total for Tom's Lunch. The Pan 444 with "The Man” falling off to
thers swept five points from the 485
Next Sunday's action features
Boat Club and look who led the
two
10 string matches at the local
Panthers again. Ves. it's Melly
Welt in the lead role for the second alleys with the Independent All
week, this time with a total of 273. Stars journeying to Damariscotta
‘Sheeny" Erickson came through for an evening match.

An exhibition of the drawings,
etchings, Lithographs and sengraphs of the Associated Artists of
New Jersey has been opened in
the Square Gallery of the Farns
worth Museum ir was announced
today. The work of many wellknown artists appears in this
group including Louis Lozowick,
Abram Tromka, Mary Van Blarcom, Luigi Rist, Edna Perkins,
Adolf Konrad, Bernar Gussow and
others. Many styles from the ab
stract to magic realism are handled
in a variety- of mediums. The ex
hibition will be on view through
February.
Six watercolors by Andrew
Wyeth from the museum collection
are on view in the Main Gallery
of the Museum together with
paintings by Maine artists.

Argum nts of the oldtimers that our Winters are not
what they used to be are borne out by the weather records
of the Blue Hill Meterological Observatory in Milton, Mass.
which show that the seasons have been getting warmer for
at least 100 years, although presenting but little change in
the past 20 years. That's all right so far as temperature is
concerned, but what about.the Winter storms? Any person
who has passed the age of 70 will tell you that the present daystorms are not to be compared with those we used to have 40 or
50 years ago, when tunneling through snowdrifts to permit
the passage of traffic was not altogether a rarity. Within
that period the writer has seen on Middle street hill drifts
so deep that the tops of passing vehicles could not be seen.
And drifts four to six feet in depth were very commen
throughout the Winter. Winters not worse then? Hark your
noise!

HOPE FOR DIFFERENT MENU
Republicans everywhere are making elaborate plan, for
their Lincoln Day Danquets And doubtless hoping that the
coming menu will not see so much "crow" on the bill of fare
Crow is a tough old bird when you consider the number of
years it has been cooking for the GOP.

TRYING OUT THE BOMBS
Out in Arizona Uncle Sam is experimenting with
A-bombs The officials are mum as to the results, but resi
dents 40 miles from the scene of the explosions complain
that their buildings shake. Some folks more than 40 miles
distant are probably doing a little shaking on their own hook.

WHAT COOKS IN KOREA?
Anybody who reads the news accounts knows the sur
face facts of what is happening on the fighting front. But
what does it all mean—all this apparent shadow-boxing with
a foe who keeps his main forces out of reach?
Why the Chinese and North Korean armies are behaving
as they do can only be a matter of conjecture. Perhaps, as
hinted by India's Prime Minister Nehru to our Paris cor
respondent. the Chinese are rejecting UN cease-fire terms in
words, but staging their own cease-fire in deeds—a procedure
not at all incomprehensible to the Oriental mind.
Perhaps the Reds have outrun their primitive lines of
communication: perhaps their casualties from UN air and
fire power have really teen crippling: perhaps their armies
have been immobilized by typhus: perhaps, on the other
hand, they are following their own and Russian traditional
methods and are delaying a big offensive until they have
stockpiled prodigiously right behind their lines.
We can only guess. But the key to what the UN forces
are doing lies largely in the fact that they dare not guess
They may be able only to surmise what are the enemy's longrange plans. But they must know what are his immediate
intentions, day by day. Hence this continual probing by
■ Reconnaissance in force" which, in the west, is just nowfinding the enemy's main body.
Even were the Chinese and North Koreans to continue
passive (short of an official and general armistice) the UN
command would have to keep up aggressive patrol action,
both as a precaution against sudden attack and as a necessity
to its own troops' alertness and morale. A fighting force can
quickly lose its fighting “edge" when it simply digs in and
waits—Christian Science Monitor.
up the river playing Belfast. Bangor
and on their return played us again
and this time they gave us a trimming. Those were the baseball
days and good ones."
George B. Mathews.

with a 260 total to lead the deck
hands. Harold Heal regained the
lead in averages with a mark of
94.7.
Speed League

Farnsworth Museum Show
Now In Progress Has
Varied Mediums

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

The superlative rolling of Vir
ginia Heal has the Hearts out in
front in the second half in spite of
several changes in the lineups in an
efTort to strengthen the weaker
teams. “Gin" led the Hearts to
a three point decision over the
Spades with a total of 269 while
the Spades best effort was a 256
total rolled by Oarland. The Dia
monds lowered the boom on the
Clubs as Dora Packard hit the high
spots with a total of 280. Phyllis
Brown led the Clubs with a 246
total.
Virginia Heal is well ensconsed in
first place with an average of 85 33.

The All Stars finally lost a point
after winning 16 straight but
emerged with a four point victoryover the Aces. Wally Heal led the
attack with a 326 total with four of
the Stars going over the coveted 300
mark. Roy Hobbs continued his
torrid pace for the Aces, racking
up a total of 337.
The Lucky Strike As won four
points from the Clippers with ace
Tut Whittier slaughtering the
maples to the tune of 346. Keith
Richards, the one man team, led
the Clippers with a total of 298
, Roy, “The Hope Corner Flash”
Hobbs is all by himself with a grand
average of 105.22.

Fast Action in Camden-Rockland|Game Jer8ey Art Exhibit

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

George Remembers It

the Railroads
the Labor Unions
seek to

If you run out of hot dish mats
use several layers of newsprint
bind the edges and there you have
them, at very slight cost. Newsprint
on sale at The Courier-Gazette
( (unprinted)
1*50

( hubby Ryder, fast Camden guard, dribbling down the Community Building court Tuesday night to
break away from Rockland's Paul Sulides. An Instant later Ryder snapped the ball to a teammate who
ringed it for a basket. Traveling at top speed throughout the game, the Camdenites. who lead the KnoxLincoln League, came within seven points of upsetting the Tigers in a game which drew the heaviest at
tendance at a Community Building game this year.

Union Walloped Rockland Jayvees; Tigers Set
For Eastern Division; Lincoln Academy Here
Tuesday; Baseball Being Talked Up
' By Bob Mayo)
|
Short cuts . . . Union mopped up
the Rockland JVs on Wednesday
night by 60-28. Al Martin and
Dwight Howard were the leading
scorers. Tlie Rockand Frosh won
over the Union JVs however.
Fussing Females

A source close to the team re
ports that some of the Rockland
girls spent almost as much energyfussing at each other as they did
in playing basketball against Cam
den the other night.
Tuesday Game Set

Lincoln Academy will play the
Tigers here on Tuesday night.
Diamond Talk In Warren

Alden Watts, manager of the
Warren Tigers will import plenty
of talent to bolster his team; he
says that Art Henry. Red Demmons, Jimmy and Bob Hall. Ralph
Pierpont, Dixie Walker, and BobbyWatts. all of Thomaston are on
the roster plus George Bosser and
Leo Laukka. late of the Rockport
Cubs. That is the first baseball

RESPECT
REPUD

news of the year that I have heard
Ted Does't Like It

Principal Fred Richards of Rock
port High agrees that more than
one game a week is too much He
says that school work falls off when
more than one are played . . . that
makes two schools where educa
tion is suffering needlessly at the
hands of sport. Thcmaston is the
other; and it all seems so foolish
when a little stretching of the
schedules would insure as many
games.

will be admitted to the Eastern
Maine division next year . . after
watching the Morse game I am
more than ever convinced that the
Tigers need to get into a league
with teams their size. Under the
goofy class set-up now being used
a medium-sized L school has little
chance at glory . . . Crosby of Bel
fast being belted right and left bymedium class schools after a prom
ising start . . . one of the younger
members of the Clippers will be
scouted by Brooklyn come Sum
mer.
Those Poor Boys

gome of the boys are reported
resentful at the publicity being
given gill's basketball, but, judging
from what I see around town,
there are times when they like the
fair sex very much indeed. I’ve
Undecided
seen some of the toughest of the
Union can t decide whether they Tigers swooning.
want to go into the K-L league or
Wedding Bells
not but Wiscasset High definitely
Charlie Heino. Rockport sport
wants to. The latter school will
star of recent vintage, will wed
have a new gym seating 5C0 ready
Saturday night . . Jack Smith
for next season.
says he likes the University of
A Coach Predicts
New Hampshire very much. . . Dool
Principal Nelsor. Bailey of Lin Dailey looking happy and healthy
coln Academy says the Eagles will now that his basketball coaching
take Camden by four points in the days are over.
return game.
Having Fun Too
Headed For Own Class
Warren, by its loss to Appleton
Inside dope is that Rockland the other night, rates the distinc

What is the TRUTH?
• • it

this agreement!

tion as the worst team in the coun
ty. Not that it matters, because
the fact that the school is com
peting is the important things. The
players are getting just as much
fun out of playing as are those of
any other school which, after all,
is the main idea . . personal to
G. T of Camden; thanks for those
kind words. . . my guess is that
Bangor will wind up as State cham
pions in class L . . Owen Osborne
of the B. Daily News hit the Rock
land Morse game right on the nose.
One of these days I'll hit one too.
Osborne is ahead of me in averages
but he picks all the cripples too.
If I wanted to predict some of these
Bulwer games I'd be batting .800
. . . Josephine Soboleskl of Rock
land committed her first foul since
the opening game in the Camden
battle.
To learn typing, plenty of prac
tice Is necessary and also, plenty
of paper. For exercises in touch
typing, newsprint will serve the
purpose excellently and economi
cally. For sale at The Oourler-Oazette. 15 cents a package.
1*50
ROCKLAND. MATINICUS
AND CRIEHAVEN LINE

WINTER SCHEDULE
TUESDAY AND FRIDAY

Lt.

Rockland .............. 7.45 A. M.
Arr. Matinicus ......... 9.45 A. M.
Returning

Lv. Matinicus When the
Mail Arrives
Phone Rockland 1138
Sailings from

McLoon's Wharf, Rockland

At various states in the present dispute
with the brotherhoods of railroad
operating employees
. . . the railroads agreed to arbitrate.
The union leaders refused.
. . . the railroads accepted the recom
mendations of President Truman’s
Emergency Board. The union leaders
refused.
. . . the railroads accepted the White
House proposal of August 19, 1950. The
union leaders refused.
Finally an Agreement was signed at
the White House on December 21, 1950.
•Now the union leaders seek to repudiate
the Agreement.
The railroads stand ready to put the
terms of this Agreement into effect im
mediately, with back pay at the rates
and date indicated.
The Agreement is given in full below.

Independent League

The Braves really mean business
this half. “No fooling around" says
Capt. Jim Weare who led the
Braves to a four point victory over
the Rockets with a nice total of
294. Fran Perry bowled the same
total for the Rockets.
The Giants nipped the Atoms
three points to two as “Whatman"
Aylward crashed through in the
final string, with a 129 single, and
wound up with the leading total of
285. Bill Clayter paced the Atoms
with a total of 286.
Slivers From the Alleys

Camden played host to the Old
Town lads and lassies Sunday with
the local girls dropping their match
by 62 pins as the Old Town girls
really poured on the power. Char
lotte Daigle led the invading forces
with a potent total of 461, while
Virginia Heal topped the home
forces with a very respectable 456
total.
The Camden men established a
59 pin lead in the initial string
which proved to be very fortunate
as the visitors came along fast at

Adjust men t'ipril
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Establish^O^our^week^or yardmen^ ad(Ji_

crease of 23 cent

tional 2 cents
agreement until January
2
Set aside 40 hou
for yarcunen.
1. 1952. and establish 6 day wo^k
afUr 30 days
Effective with the fir
Pay
formal agreement, y»rdfrom the date of execution Oi
th0 7th day t0 be
men required by the carrier
s wh0 shall receive
paid overtime rates excep
ngi
does not create
straight time rates for the
«xist
On and after
guarantees -ere they do :not _no.^xx
provide for consideration of

“• 13 r “"“I* - *0 ~ — „X”X
4

Grant yard conductors andrake

No. 81.

S’" <C0ndUCt°r8 a“d Tr,i“'

5-

MILLER’S
GARAGE

EX’

one-haK^rLc^fLJ'a^h1; °V9hrtiBe at tiBe and
The basic monthly salary L ho „ °^ haVe been ’°rked.
month shall be the
.Paid for the 2°5-hour
month.
Except that four dollars^ndPfid f°r the 225-hour
shall be added to the present monten cents (»4.10)
January 1, 1951.
onthly rate effective

changed or modified under'nmo^i

thereafter until

ss

... t„-

Tr.l—. «U
Territories)

• . 5 rents per hour increase
'
n^ob.r*" 19M‘nd ..ddttionsl 5 cents per hour
effective
1. 1
,951

3-S-tf

teelman

The usual nm.

for flnaJ

formal

- -d^Xi^9?^ Will not debar B

lnC Ud9d 10 th”

-9--'esand-^«-

Moratorium on proposals for changes’in «ail"y Lab°r Act'
until October 1. 1953, as follow!
g®S °r rules

No proposals for changes in rat®©
or working conditions will be initiated nr^' rul#S
by the employees against any earner or hv progressed
ner against its employee-?
9 u°r by any car~
period of three years from October’l *1950’ *lthi" a
such proposals for rhan...
i95°- except
ditions Shich may have been inirt aef 7 ’°rking con-

Chai raw.
«*renei

^Chsirnu,.
Fence I

discuss whether or not further
,
2l to
employees covered by this arre.n.ni adJustments for
in addition to increases rtX
2™ Justifi«d.
living formula. At Ue requ’st
th# Cost oT

Chai rwua

such a meeting Doctor Steelman shall filthy? f°r
"nx,srior,s'”‘”"

Quarterly adjustment of -ages on bast, of co.t

E*STtRN
SOUTHEASTERN

OtSOTO, PLYMOUTH
M->1 RANKIN SR.
DOCKLAND

decision.tbe^ Sha“ be's”^ ^^^de tailsof agree.en,

erally have been permitted to receive en n!i? 5
annual improvement increases thf
’o-called
with Doctor Steelman on or .ft^jSf
Ba#t

■»d

ssns z 52..<

^““

dining «r st^a^’sEalTh1' ^J950' the ba3ic hours of
Per month; no Sty o^ertL^n^ fr°“ 225 to 205 h°^

1. 1950
Provided, howeve? ?hat i ? a^tT t0 June
ereV?fn”hnt W’ge stabilization policj
1 °f

men)

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

Dators and

* Emergency Board

such as daily
footboard yardmasters as rec

or notTrthsr* unable to ogre, ,,

have been worked the hours hot ° acc™e unti^ 240 hours
for at the pro rit. r,u
b9tW9en 205 and 240 to be paid

”v# January 1, 1951.

October 1. 1951. 1 '•*

First

'Var^nas^ers^°e5ementered°into^for^beneflt ofPyardna*tapS

Washington, D- C.
December 21, 1950

1-
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We are publishing this and other advertisements to talk to you
at first hand about matters which are important to everybody.

WESTERN
■9

RAI LROAD

T uesday-Ttiursday-Saturda?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 3, 1951

SQENCE STUDIES TH£ SARDINE

TALK OF THE TOWN TH£ CR(JISE Qf TH£ M< y.

Peb. 5—Lady Knox Chapter. D A.R.
meets in Farnsworth Museum, at
2.23 p. m
Peb 6—Knox Hospital Auxiliary
meets in the Bok Home for
Nurses.
Peb 7—Ash Wednesday—Lent be
gins.
Peb. 9—Methebesec Club meets at
230 p. m. in the Farnsworth Mu
seum.
Feb 11—Paper collection spon
sored by Sea Explorers and 40
and 8
Peb 11—Sunday Lecture and Dem
onstration by Prof. Vincent Hartgen. University of Maine, in the
North Gallery at the Farnsworth
Museum. Open to the public.
Peb 16—Rubinstein Club Program
at the Farnsworth Museum.
Peb. 17 — Kippy Karnival Ball,
Rockland High School.
Peb. 18—Sunday. Bess Battey
Gowdy piano concert in North
Gallery at the Farnsworth Mu
seum. Open to the pubic.
Feb. 22—At Rockland, Mid-Winter
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association, at the Little
field Memorial Church.
March 25—Easter.

A couple cf enterprising young
sters made themselves a few bucks
on thc Hosmer's Pond road in
Camden Thursday nigh.
Seems
that they discovered one hill which
no car could navigate in the slip
pery going. They just stayed at
the bottom of the hill and waked
until cars slid back down after an
unsuccessful try or two. Then,
they put it up to the driver that
for $1 they would boost him over.
The bucks relied in fast, especially
from the Camden teachers and
their guests who were having a
shindig at the Snow Bowl that eve
ning.
Edgar Libby cf Thomaston was
elected president of Knox County
Sheriffs' Association at the annual
meeting of that group at Thomas
ton Wednesday night. Earie Porter
of Rockland and Robert Crabtree
of Camden were elected secretary
and treasurer respectively.

Lillian and I have an under
standing now. If she dees what I >
want, and goes where I decide any
more. I won't go ashore with her.
The girl, faithful Sancho Panza.
that she is. trusts my judgment,
and my guide bock, and thinks I ,
can speak the lingo, because she
can’t. When we started out. our
first night in Recife. Brazil, we
had mucho money. It didr. t do us
much goed. ’cause we made our
transactions and figured out aft
erwards the exchange.
Lillian
would tell me how much we spent
in Norwegian Krowns. Then from
krowns. to Cruseiros. by way of
Hongkong we would figure it out
in nickles. Between bustops. we
spread out our bills and counted
again. For a while there, the mere
I spent, the more had One nice
thing about the money here is. in
case you're near sighted, as the
value increased, so does the size of
the bill.
We walked for awhile. The
streets were wide and palm trees
prettied everything up. Then a
taxi found us. ‘ Please Mr. Driver. ’
I said in polite form Spanish. "We
want a combination restaurant and
orchestra, out on the beach
"Okay-dokey'’ he said. I asked
him then if he spoke English.
"Okay-dokey." he said Everything
was okay-dokey. but we didn't
move. Then Lillian spoke up.
"You sabe Rumba-Samba pronto.’’
What a response we got! "Si. si,"
and we started off in third and
kept in the middle of the street.
Opposite traffic passed us on both
sides I tried to remember, those
friendly little signs in American
cabs that say, 'Sit back and relax,
and let the driver do the driving."
Our man was fearless.
We came to the beach area, and
stopped at a questionable-looking
place, walked in and sat down near
the exit. What looks we got! Pro
fessional sizing up from the girls,
and leers from the men. Our
driver had brought us to a Bra
zilian taxi-dance place. We or
dered two gintonicas, which are as
national as Portuguest is the lan-

James M. Brown, Director of the
Farnsworth Museum, is giving a
RORN
lecture on paintings of the 17th
Bean—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
and 18th centuries at the Museum 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leach
of Fine Arts in Boston Sunday Bean (Verna Wiley) of Appleton,
afternoon at 3 p m. This is part a son—Edward L.
of their regular Sunday afternoon
MARRIED
lecture concert periods.
Kennedy-Johnson—At Waldoboro,
Jan. 26. Raymond Kennedy of
Thc dry cleaning and. tailoring Orff’s Corner and Josephine John
shop of Mrs. Leslie Cress will close son of Waldoboro.
Tuesday for the remainder cf the
DIED
month, due to illness of the pro
Geele—At Gross Neck. Feb. 1
prietor. Mrs. Cross will be with Charles A. Geele, age 94 years. Fu
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. neral Saturday. Feb. 3. at 2 o'clock
and Mrs Percy Merrifield in Som from Waltz Funeral Home. Waldo
boro, Rev. Philip G. Palmer offi
erville. Mass.
ciating. Entombment in German
Paper drive starts Sun. Feb. 11 Protestant Cemetery.
Mahcnen—At Rockland. Jan. 30,
at 1 o’clock. Have' paper tied, on
John Edward Mahonen. infant sen
sidewalks or porch steps. Benefit of William and Georgia Mahonen
Sea Explorers and 40 & 8 charigy of St, George Road. Thomaston.
fund.
Parker—At
Rockland. Feb. 1.
15-18
John E. Parker age 63 years. 2
Dance at Glen Cove Grange months. 17 days. Funeral services
Monday at 2 o'clock from the
Hall Tuesday night, Feb. 6
Burpee Funeral Heme. Interment
16-lt in Sea View Cemetery
Simmons—At Marlboro. Mass..
Read The Courier-Gazette
Jan. 29. Alonzo M. Simmons, for
merly of Hope, age 89 years. Inter
ment was in Marlboro, Feb. 1.
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Street

R«ekierd, Me.

must prevail in every
pari of the world to
insure lasting peace.

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAII, ORDERS FILLED

guage, and tried to look respect- '
able. The tonic water here lias j
quinine in it, which is a malaria '
preventative, but also a good excuse I
for the gin. The music was loud. I
and South American
Various |
shade girls, followed in melting
combinations with their partners.
It was all very nice, but not quite
what we had in mind, so we left.
Every city down here, has its
Grande Hotel, and it's usually the
nicest in town. It was typical,
that having arrived out in the sand
dunes, in a sleek black car. we are
dumped from an open air. collap
sible bus in front of the Grande
Hotel. We were quickly picked up
and brushed off. by what looked like
an admiral, but was a chief dcorman. He bowed. Lillian curtsied,
and he looked very surprised.
On the first floor of the hotel
was a leunge. with a bar It was
filled with men and only men. Out
of the corner of my eye, I saw
about 69 mustaches, so said to
Lillian. "Keep walking, like we live
here.” We walked up to and into
and out from an elevator, on the
second floor. No one was around.
What a relief! We sat down on
some wicker chairs that faced the
veranda and had a lovely view of
the harbor Then up from behind,
a potted palm, popped a waiter.
“Two gin tonicas,” I said, not so
much from thirst, but because it’s
the only thing I can say in Por
tuguese. that anyone understands.
Lillian and I looked at each
other and started to laugh Here
we come ashore to look at people,
and all the people look at us We
walk a block and we are heading
a parade, to see what we will do
next. It would have been a help,
if some one had told us women
are taken off the streets in Recife,
after 10 o'clock.

In Municipal Court
Charles E. Smith of 14 Pine
street, Thomaston,
was judged
guilty in court Friday on second of
fense charges of drunken driving.
In addition, he was feund guilty of
having operated a motor vehicle
after his license had been revoked
for drunken driving in April of
1948. He was fined $150, plus
costs of $7, on the first charge and
$15 and $5 costs on the second.
• • • •
Thursday, Charles B. Fairweather
of 41 Holmes street was found not
guilty of drunken driving charges
brought by Rockland police.
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That Generations
to Come may

HUM-
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Remember

EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aupires Knights of Columbus
1-tf

Paramount
nicinonals

JS

/ir^r

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
"II,
» choosing i family mono*
men r. your choice is no!
only for your lifetime, out
for grnrrationt to come. Wc can
help you find lairing tansfacnon
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monument!. Each ia
backed by a ugned guarantee to
you. yqtar heirs, or your anemdantx

I

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 396—624-M
116-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

PARAMOUNT MEMORIALS,
for more than 60 years "The
Nation's Standard" are created
by one of the leading manu
facturers in the famed Barre,
Vermont district. They are
backed by a Certificate of Gua
rantee second to none.
As the Paramount Memorial
ist in this community, we will
be pleased to serve you.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON. INC.
"Cemeterv Memorials Since 1*83’
Manufacturing Plant. East Union
Office and Showroom. Thomaston
TEL. THOMASTON 175

3-S-tf

Chester Brooks
TEL 98

WARREN.

Knoi-Linroln-Waldn Counties

3-S-tf
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The Paper Drive

AN APPRECIATION
I want my friends to know how
deeply appreciative I am of the
many cards and gifts sent me while
here. They help a lot. And I
want to say what a fine place this
Togus Veterans Facility really is.
I have been used very well from
the first. I was operated on
Tuesday and am feeing OK.
Howard Dunbar.
Ward I, Togus
15’lt

j

’

i
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ultimately be traced back to the
tiny marine plants—the diatoms—
As on land, it is the plants, pro
ducing organic material by photo
synthesis. that form the primary
food source. On these diatoms
small fish and tiny animals of the
plankton group feed, and in their
turn furnish food for larger fish,
if anything happens to any link
in this food chain, the effects are
felt all down the line.
The diatoms, like other plants,
depend upon their environment
for nutrients. In the sea. these
are usually formed bclcw the top
few hundred feet where the dia
toms live They are brought up
into this layer by slowlydrifting up
ward currents. In fact, the dia
toms themselves, being slightly
heavier than the water, sink be
low this level unless kept up by
such wind-driven stirring action.
Thus the tiny marine plants
which determine the food supply
for the sardine larvae are depend
ent upon upward currents and stir
ring turbulence in the water and.
hence, upon the winds that drive
these water motions.
Research has already established
a hint of a direct relationship be
tween meteorological conditions
and the plankton food supply for
the larvae. The investigators now
hold tenuous hopes that some day
they will be able to forecast the
sardine population many months
in advance by studying meteoro
logical data.
In studying thc sardine's life
history, the investigators also are
shedding sidelights on several other
fish species such as jack mackerel
and anchovies, larvae of which are
often found with those of the sar
dine. competing with them for the
food supply.
The field work and shore analy
sis required by the research pro
gram are rigorous and exacting.
In one phase of the investigation
123 ‘hydrographic stations" are lo
cated arbitrarily in the research
area off the coast. These are set
40 miles apart on lines running
out from shore and separated from
each other by about 120 miles.
To taxe a routine series of ob
servations, one of the research
vessels, using ordinary navigational
means, locates itself at each of
these stations in turn. Here water
samples and temperature data are
collected to depths of 3909 feet,
while the pankton population is
sampled with the aid of a fine
meshed net.
The crew is kept more than
busy taking the data, making such
analyses as mti't be done immedi
ately, and then readying the equip
ment for use at the next stations
It is particularly important in
this work to be able to drag a line
at depth. Yet when the vessel is
underway, a terrific force is exert
ed to pull the drags to the surface.
The Special Developments division
of the Scripps Institution, has
solved this problem with a concrete
depressor. Cheap, but efficient, it
works like an upside-down kite,
digging down into the water in
stead of dragging off to the rear.—
Robert C. Cowan. Natural Science
writer of tlie Christian Science
Monitor.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Stanley
Frankowski, who passed away Feb.
4. 1950.
You’re gone but not forgotten
The father we all loved
We miss you here on earth.
With God our Savior above
We know you’re resting peaceful
But God will take good care
Of the father we loved so much
And whose memory we still hold
dear.
Wife. Blanche. Sons. Daughters
and Grandsons.
15*lt

Middle-aged couple wanted for
two-room furnished apartment. In.
quire at 12 Warren street.
15*lt

Do yo want a good home—9
rooms, all modern improvements,
including new automatic heat. In
excellent neighborhood, just far
enough outside Rockland. Plenty
of room for the children, clcse to
school. Garage, garden
Hand
some colonial home, but price right
Fly anywhere in the world. Plane for quick sale. No brokers- Write
and Hotel reservations and tickets. direct to "Home." P O. Box 299.
We have
Rockland
Travel
Bureau,
468 Rockland. Me. N. B.
an excellent reason to sell—and
Main street. Tel 563-R.
15’t

2-Th&S-tf quick.

FOR SALE

Dean’s Sauer Kraut
By the Pound. 1 Gal. Jar,
2 and 2'j Gallon Pails.
Zft, 3S. 6 and 12 Gallon Kegs
also
Sauer Kraut Juice, Horse Radish.
Vegetable Salad and Plekles
TEL. 963-B or 645-W

HAROLD A. DEAN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

9-eoS-tl

Old and New Dances
COME ONE—COME ALL

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL
TUESDAY, FEB

6

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

Sponsored by Knox Unnntv
Outboard Boating Assn.

Adm. 56c Tax Ine.

Sea Explorers and 40 & 8
Will Collect Sunday
Feb. 11

A LETTER FROM HOME
The

Spurred on by a sudden shortage
of sardines in the sea. California
experts are making a concerted ef
fort to shed light on this mystery
for sardines at least.
Co-operating in the program are
the Scripps Institution of Ocean
ography (a campus of the Univer
sity of California), the California
Division of Fish and Game, the
United States Fish and Wild Life
Service, and the California Acad
emy of Sciences. These co-operat
ing agencies have together put
several research vessels to work
on this problem, while numerous
other craft have co-operated from
time to time.
Stretching in a 400-mile-wide
band from Cedros Island to the
mouth of the Columbia River.
670 XXX) square miles of Pacific
Ocean off the California coast
make up the research area. Here
detailed attention is being given
to all the main features that af
fect the lives of sardines.
On hatching, baby sardines,
called larvae, are barely more than
L'10 of an inch long. Threadlike
and thin, they have scarcely three
days’ supply of yolk remaining,
this is gone, they must fend for
themselves.
Food for the little larvae is limit
ed to the eggs and young of tiny
marine animals and small plants
called diatoms, that are part of
the plankton population
Plankton is the collective name
given a myriad of little plants and
animals floating in the surface
layer of the oceans. As young
sardines grow larger they are able
to feed on an increasingly bigger
proportion of plankton population.
But while they are little, they can
only eat the smallest objects, and
often fall prey to the larger plank
ton animals that will later be their
food.
The hazards in the early life of
sardines are many. In addition to
falling prey to many predators,
the helpless eggs and young are
free-floating passive agents to be
carried hither and thither by the
shifting currents. Not until they
develop fins and become of some
size can they swim and resist such
transport which often carries
them to unfavorable waters.
When the sardine larvae have
plenty of food, there are reasons
to believe that their survival will
be good and that, consequently, so
should the supply of commercial size
adults lla to 2'i years later. This
food supply depends upon an in
volved chair and is complicated by
many factors.
In the sea, the food chain can

Special offer on the 3 Crowell
Magazines: 14 mo. American, 14
mo. Woman's Home Companion,
60 wks. Colliers, all 3 for $8; a
saving of $8 if bought at news
stands. Offer good till Feb. 28.
Subs, for any other magazine
printed. For prompt and courteous
attention call or write Sherwood
E. Frost, 158 No. Main St. Tel.
1183-J.
14*20

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

An Interesting Survey Of the Fish Which
Means Much To Knox County

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of
William T. Fitzgerald
who passed away Feb. 5, 1946.
Happy and smiling, always content,
Loved and respected wherever he
went,
Always thoughtful, always kind.
What a beautiful memory to leave
behind.
Sadly missed by.
C.ARD OF THANKS
is wife. Mrs William T. Fitzger
I wuold like to express my sinald. daughter. Doris; sons. Maurice cere thanks to the doctors, nurses
and El-win, grandson, Robert.
and staff at Knox Hospital for the
15-lt kind and courteous treatment I re
ceived while a patient there, with
Special offer on the 3 Crowell special thanks to Drs. Allen, Soule
Magazines: 14 mo. American. 14 mo. and Brown, and to the many
Woman's Home Companion. 60 wks. friends for the lovely cards, flowers
Colliers,, all 3 for $8; a saving of and fruit.
$8 if bought at newsstands. Offer 15*lt
Edith Jackson Smithgood till Feb. 28 Subs, for any
other magazine printed.
For
CARD OF THANKS
prompt and courteous attention
We wish to thank relatives,
call or write Sherwood E. Frost. 158 friends, neighbors, and cspecially
No Main St. Tel. 1181-J.
14*10 Rev. John Barker and Carl Stil
phen of the Russell Funeral Home
A convenient and inexpensive who were so kind in our recent be
way to remove grease from your reavement, and for the cards, let
pots and pans ls to wipe them with ters and flowers which meant so
old newspapers which you can buy much. We also wish to thanks the
at The Courier-Gazette In large pall bearers.
bundles for 10 cents.
82"aw
Mrs. Aili Salo and family.
15’lt
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thing

that

helps

the most that costs so
little but means so much
to that lonely boy is a

letter from home.

DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT "MAIL CALL’

Sunday, Feb. 11 the Sea Explor
ers and Forty and Eight will open
a paper drive to raise funds for
the benefit of the Sea Explorers
operational fund and Forty and
Eight child welfare fund.
All residents ot City of Rocklad
are asked to place all waste salvage
such as newspapers, magazines,
rags and iron on the sidewalk in
front of their homes. These items
will be picked up Sunday after
noon by a fleet of trucks which
will cover this City between 2 and
5 p. m

This column will be printed each Saturday in the interests
of the men in the service.

The addresses of service men and

items concerning them will he most welcome and the theme is
the words above—“The thing that helps the most and means

The drive committee is headed
by John Peery, John Gateombe,
Lewis Grant of Sea Explorers and
Ervin Curtis, Roy Mank, Allen
Gordon of Forty and Eight.

so much to that lonely hoy is a letter from home."

Sleeper In Denial

Linwooc Orff. AN. of Florida
is visiting his parents. Mr. and
Mrs Ruei Orff at North Waldo
boro.
Cpl. Lloyd Lemuel Miller, whose
great-aunt, Mrs Nellie Ifemey, re
sides at New County road is now
attendmg a Radar Maintenance
Course at Fort Bliss. Texas He
will spend 32 weeks studying basic
electricity, basic electronics, radio
electronics, radar electronics and
methods of instruction. A former
student at Tufts College. Cpl. Mil
ler entered military service in Au
gust. 1950. at Rockiand. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards Mathews
of Union have received word from
their grandson, Philip Bryer, Jr.,
aboard the "American Sailor" that
he has arrived in Port-au-Prince.
Haiti. Philip is a cadet at the
Maine Maritime Academy wiiose
home is in Southwest Harbor.
Sgt. Arnold Esancy was with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs Burleigh
Esancy at Union for the week-end.
He has been stationed at Otis
Field, Cape Cod, but is being
transferred to the Air Base at
Presque Isle.
Staff Sgt. Beverly Geyer of the
101st Fighter Wing Air National
Guard went Monday to Bangor
where he will be stationed at Dow-

Field.
The fallowing is the address of
Pvt. Stewart P. Baird of North
Haven: Pvt. Stewart P Baud,
AF11209328. 2500 Installation Sq..
2520 A.B Group. Mitchel AK. Base.
N Y.
John D. Littlefield, son of Mrs
Scott Littlefield of Vinalhaven.
Maine, who arrived at Fort Dix
this week, has completed the pro
cess of conversion from civilian to
military status. He is assigned to
A. Co. 84 FA Battalion. 9 Inf. Div
for six weeks of physical condi
tioning. instruction in general mili
tary subjects, and training in small
arms and combat skills. Upon
completion of this course, he will
move into the second phase of
training, an eight-week course
either in the Infantry at Fort Dix
or in a technical service at another
Army Post.
Walter Calderwood of Union will
be at Fort Devens for several weeks
His address is: Pvt. Walter Calder
wood. U.S. 51008468. 3d Co., Provi
sional Training Battalion (3) 278
Infantry R.C.T.. Fort Devens, Mass.
Pvt. Philip Simmons, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Simmons of
Pleasantville, has arrived in Korea,
according to word received here by
his parents

Memory’s Realm

ment of this music.
Mr. Ingraham had taught on
wind instruments and drums since
the Civil War, and roughly esti
mated that he had more than 1000
pupils. In practically every State
of the Union are musicians whom
he had taught, played with, or sold
music to. Among the bands which
he had organized is the Mt. Pleas
ant Band of West Rockport, com
posed of Finnish residents. He had
never missed a Memorial Day en
gagement when he was where he
could handle it. He directed the
bands which played for the open
ings of the Knox Trotting Park and
Oakland Park.
It is impossible to conceive of the
passing of another Rockland man
who would be more greatly missed
along the street than Roscoe G.

(Continued from Page One)
contract for the government.
His reputation as a musician had
begun to spread by that time and
Boothbay parties offered him steady
work as a blacksmith, and $500 ad
ditional for leading the town band.
They even came after him with the
steamer, Grace Darling, and moved
his household goods to that town.
Mr. Ingraham became a permanent
resident of Rockland in 1866, and
had been engaged alternately as a
blacksmith,- insurance agent or
dealer in musical instruments ever
since. Every band organized with
in a radius of 50 miles is largely
equipped with Ingraham instru
ments.
Mr. Ingraham’s record as a mu
sician challenged comparison in
Maine. He had indulged in some
form of music ever since he played
in a “comb” band at Ingraham’s
Corner 70 years ago; had organized
half a hundred brass bands; had
taught upward of 1000 pupils; and
had marched more than 12,000
miles to parades, according to his
best estimate.
His pupils are to be lound in
nearly every State of the Union,
some risen to prominence in other
bands and orchestras, but none has
ever forgotten the man who gave
him his start in the musical world.
One reason why he liked to go to
the postoffice after each incoming
mail was because there was sure to
be in it messages from some of
"the boys."
In 1865 Mr. Ingraham had re
ceived instructions on the cornet
from the late James Wight. The
following year he organized the
Beethoven Band which had 16
members and held its rehearsals in
Beethoven Block.
Mr. Ingraham next played cornet
in a Camden band which was led
by George Cleveland. Later he or
ganized two Camden bands.
Mr. Ingraham's next experience
as a band leader was in Vinalhaven.
He had directed a band in every
town of Knox County, and in all
had organized nearly half a hun
dred A Damariscotta band of 35
pieces w as his largest.
Back in his younger days he
yielded to the lure of a ringed tent
show, and went as far as Bangor
with a circus band. The circus
proved a financial failure, but the
young musicians had already been
disillusioned. Another interesting
memory concerns a trip which he
made to the Grand Army National
Encampment tn Portland as leader
of a Boothbay band There were 35
bands in the procession and Mr.
Ingraham's was fifth in line His
band played iharty ptan+at ion melo
dies along the parade route, and
the people sang to the accompani

Did Not Father the Tavern
Liquor Sales Bill and
Does Not Support It
State Senator Cleveland Sleeper,
Jr., who is presently fending off
attacks from the Drys for having
allegedly supported a bill before
Legislature advocating the sale of
hard liquor in taverns denies the
statements with which he has been
credited
He explains his position as fol
lows. He said Friday that the bill
in question was one of 10 which
the Attorney General's Department
assigned to various legislators to
present He placed the bill be
fore the legislators, taking the po
sition cf being neither a proponent
or opponent of it, he explained.
He says that he made the fol
lowing statement at the haaring,
"I certainly do not favor the sale
of liquor in taverns." He claims
that the statement is a matter of
record and can be easily checked.
He furher claims that he was
misquoted in press dispatches
originating in Augusta which cred
ited him with being the father of
the bill in question.

Ingraham The familiar figure of
the beloved bandmaster was every
where known and everywhere wel
come. because wherever he went he
Inspired optimism and good cheer,
and his intense loyalty to his
friends was one of his best known
characteristics. Wherever this article
is read will be heard sincere ex
pressions of sorrow and regret.

CLOSING
FOR MONTH
The shop of Mrs. Leslie Cross
will close Tuesday night for the
remainder of the month due to
illness.

Persons having clothing in the
shop are asked to call on Tues
day or before.
15’lt
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Our Sparkling Kitchens
Laugh at Work!
The modem Packard Kitchen is so easy to work in.
Everything is handy, compact, and easy to keep clean.
It's the last word in modern beauty and efficiency.

Choose our custom-made or ready-in-stock Morgan
or Geneva Cabinets—decorative, easy to clean walls of,
Wallace Tileboard, and handsome, sound-resistant J M
Ceiling Tile.
Come in today. Ask us about our complete Modern
ization Service, from sketches and models to finished
installation. Arrange for a staff of Crosley labor-saving
kitchen “servants.”
IT'S EASY TO PAY THE MONTHLY WAY
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LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIALS
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BAY VIEW
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By Ralph W. Tyler
The reply from the Fish and above record.
It shows without a question of
Wildlife Service regarding the
bands taken from a black duck a doubt that while we are hunting
which was shot at Wessaweskeag there are hundreds of men studying
Marsh on Dec. 8. 1950 came through the habits of migration that will
give the final information as to
much sooner than I expected.
The report, printed on a form how we can best apply conservation
for such purposes, under the head measures to insure that this privi
ing of the U. S. Dept. of the In lege shall be extended to the gen
terior, Fish and Wildlife Service, erations which will follow us into
office of Laurel. Md., contains the the blinds and along the shores
following record which discloes where ducks are now to be found.
As you “grumble” over splitthat the bird in question was a
female black duck which was first seasons, limited shooting hours, bag
tagged at Baie Johan Beetz, Que limits and the one dollar increase
bec, by the Canadian Wildlife Ser in Federal Duck Stamp prices try
vice on Sept. 5 or 6, 1948 by one to realize that someone who knows
a lot more about ducks than you do
F. D. Fowler, Director.
Continuing the record it states is trying to make duck-hunting
that the same bird was again for your grandchildren something
tagged in the same station on besides just a story you like to tell
Sept 26, 1950, roughly 10 weeks be them.
fore it was shot in South Thom
Wild birds banded and released
aston.
in North America have been recov
Over the signature of Seth H. ered a far away as Argentina, Si
Low, Biologist, Section of Distri beria, Africa, Greenland, France
bution and Migration of Birds, is and the North Cook Island of New
printed the following:
Zealand in the Southwest Pacific.
“On behalf of this Service and
Just as soon as I get the latest
the bander may we thank you for tagging "dope" from Henry Lyman
your co-operation in contributing of “The Salt Water Sportsman” re
this information to our studies and garding the striped bass tagging
Investigations of the migrations program of that magazine, which
and life histories of the birds of is now in its third year. I will
North America.”
present it to the readers of this
For as little time as it took me column, for if there is one specie
to drop the two bands into an en of fish Maine needs to know more
velope with a record of the shoot-1 about it is the “striper."
ing and mail to the Fish and Wild
With a better than usual chance
life Service I feel more than re for lots of stripers on the Maine
paid by the completeness of the coast again this Summer due to
our unusual mild Winter season
Notices Of Appointment which has shortened the southern
I. WILLIS R. VINAL, Register
migrations, it is very likely that
of Probate, for the county of Knox fish tagged in Massachusetts waters
in the State of Maine hereby cer will be caught all the way to Can
tify that in the following estates
the persons were appointed Ad ada.
Striped bass hit the Georges
ministrators. Executors, Guardians
and Conservators and on the date
hereinafter named.
PROBATE
RAYBERT E STEVENS, late of
STATE OF MAINE
Cushing, deceased. January 16.
To all persons interested in
1951 Edith H Sallinen of Cushing
was
appointed
administratrix, either of the estates hereinafter
named:
without bond.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
MARY E. BRAGG, late of Rock land. in and for the County of
land, deceased. January 16. 1951 Knox, on the sixteenth day of
Olive E. Bragg of Rockland was January, in the year of our Lord
appointed executrix, without bond. one thousand nine hundred and
HARRIETT B NILES. also fifty-one. and by adjournment
known as HARRIETT P. NILES, from day to day from the sixteenth
late of Rockland, deceased Janu- day of said January, The following
uary 16. 1951 Robert E Smalley of matters having been presented for
Lynn, Mass., was appointed execu the action thereupon hereinafter
tor. without bond. Gilford B But indicated, it is hereby ORDERED:
ler of South Thomaston was ap
That notice thereof be given to
pointed Agent in Maine
all persons interested, by causing
JOHN C. GLOVER, late of a copy of this order to to be pub
South Thomaston, deceased. Janu lished three weeks successively in
ary 16. 1951 Helen Stanyan Glover The CouTier-Gazette, a newspaper
of Brewer was appointed executrix, published at Rockland, in said
County, that they may appear at
without bond.
JOHN ALTONEN. late of Rock a Probate Court to be held at said
port, deceased. December 21. 1950 Rockland on the twentieth day of
John Altonen of Warren was ap February. A. D. 1951 at ten o'clock
pointed administrator, and quali in the forenoon, and be heard
fied by filing bond on January 16 thereon if they see cause.
PAUL E SHORB. late of Wash
1951.
OLIVER F. HILLS, late of Rock ington in the District of Columbia,
and, deceased. January 16. 1951 deceased. Exemplified Copy of
Robert F. Hills of Rockland was Will and Probate thereof, together
appointed administrator, w.thout with a Petition for Probate of
Foieign Will, asking that the copy
bond.
of said Will may be allowed, filed
CHARLES H DUFF, late of and recorded in the Probate Court
Rockland, deceased. January 16 of Knox County.
1951 Louise H Duff of Rockland
ELIZABETH J. TAFT, late of
was appointed executrix, without
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
bond.
tition for Probate thereof, asking
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, late of that the same may be proved and
Rockland, deceased. December 21. allowed and that Letters Testa
1950 Frank F Harding of Rock mentary issue to Albena F Taft of
land was appointed executor and Rockland, she being the executrix
qualified by filing bond on Janu named therein, without bond.
ary 16. 1951.
FRANK O SALO, late of Owls
DORA B. COMERY. late of Head, deceased. Will and Petition
Thomaston, deceased. January 16. for Probate thereof asking that the
1951 Lillian C. Comery of Thomas same may be approved and allowed
ton was appointed executrix, with and that Letters Testamentary
out bond.
issue to Aili E. Salo of Owl's Head,
ELIZABETH M. MERO. late of she being the executrix named
Thomaston, deceased. January 16 therein, without bond.
,
1951 George E. Mero of Thoma. HORATIO W FROHOCK, late
ton was appointed executor, with of Rockland, deceased. Will and
out bond
Petition for Probate thereof asking
FLORENCE SARAH DYER, late ; that the same may be proved and
of Owls Head, deceased. January allowed and that Letters Testamen
16, 1951 George Dyer of Owl's Head tary issue to Ethelyn M. Frohock
was appointed executor, without of Rockland, she being the execu
bond.
trix named therein, without bond.
ARTHUR P. HAINES, late of
FLORENCE M. PHILBROOK.
Rockland, deceased. January 16. late of Rockland, deceased Will
3951 Katherine H. Haines of Rock and Petition for Probate thereof
land was appointed executrix, and asking that the same may be
qualified by filing bond on Janu proved and allowed and that Let
ary 19. 1951.
ters Testamentary issue to Benja
HEDLEY V. TWEEDIE. late of min J. Philbrook of Rockland, he
Rockland, deceased. January 16. being the executor named therein,
1951 The First National Bank of without bond.
Rockland was appointed executor,
ESTATE BLANCHE L. OSGOOD
and qualified by filing bond on late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
January 19, 1951.
tion for Administration asking that
NORA BOWLER EATON, late of Constance O Daniels of Rockland,
Rockport, deceased. January 16. or some other suitable person, be
1951 Frank J. McDonnell and appointed administratrix, without
Blanche McDonnell, both of Rock bond.
port were appointed executors,
ESTATE JAKE SMALLEY, late
without bond.
of Rockland, deceased. Petition of
JOSEPHINE L PERKINS of Administration asking that Samuel
Rockiand. January 27. 1951 Marion S. Smalley of Lewiston, or some
M. Fields of Rockland was ap other suitable person, be appointed
pointed Conservator and qualified administrator, with bond.
by filing bond on January 27. 1951.
ESTATE PERCE E. CROCKETT,
late of North Haven, deceased Pe
Attest:
tition for Administration asking
,
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
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15-5-ill 1 Hut Parker

E. Crockett ol JBuxtoo,

Chapel, for guest night. Three
movies were shown by Fred Per
kins, Jr., during the evening pro
AIJSNA l. bTARKETj
gram. Decorated Valentine cakes
Cvriespubdebl
accompanied the covered di-Ji sup
per served buffet style.
Tel. 49
Mrs. Alford Wiley, convalescing
from surgery, has been remembered
The Warren Farm Bureau ha$
by a sunshine box from members
made a change in the Tuesday ,
of White Oak Grange, North War
program at the Congregational•
ren.
Chapel. Mrs. Ernestine Ingraham,
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
foods leader,
will demonstrate
Daughters will meet Monday aft
“Quick Breads,” at the morningI
ernoon with Mrs. Jessie Walker.
session, and Mrs Elvie Hudson,
The Help One Another Circle of
home management leader, will
Kings Daughters will meet Mondayshow “Modern House Cleaning
night with Mrs. Annie Lehto.
Methods," during the afternoon.
Miss Muriel French returned
Dinner committee for that day in
Thursday night iFeb. 1> from
cludes Mrs. Mildred Gammon, Mrs.
Bouton, where with Mrs. Charlotte
Leda Martin, Mrs. Aino Sladey and
Betts of Rockland, she had been
Mrs. Geraldine Kinney.
attending the week's session of the
A joint installation of the offi- New England Hairdressers’ Con
cers-elect of Crescent Temple, PS., vention held at the Statler Hotel.
and of Gecrge? River Lodge. K. ol
Rev. J Homer Nelson will have
P. is planned for Saturday night,
for his Sunday morning topic at
Feb. 10. Mrs. Gertrude Oliver of’
the Congregational Church, “The
Friendship, past district deputy
Prophet Isaiah and His Message.”
grand chief, and her staff will in
The morning worship period at
stall the officers for the former,
the Baptist Church will be devoted
and Philip Blake of Boothbay, to a communion meditation. The
district deputy grand .chancellor
evening topic will be the third ser
and staff, which will include Gor
mon in a series on Discipleship,
don Harrington, grand vice chan this one entitled, “Sorry, But Too
cellor of the Grand Lodge of
Late.” The Baptist Youth Fellow
Maine, wil! install the officers for
ship will meet at 6 p. m., Sunday.
the latter.
The following supper committees
Maurice E. Davis attended the
have been appointed by the Con
January meeting of the Knox
gregational Ladies Circle for the
County Deputy Sheriffs' Associa
coming year: Feb. 8. silent supper,
tion held Wedne-day night at Ma
Mrs. Earle Moore, Sr., Mrs. Donald
sonic Temple, Thomaston. This
Mathews, Mrs P. D Starrett, and
association will meet Feb. 28 at
Mrs Leroy McCluskey; March 8,
Union, arrangements to be made by
Mrs Leland Philbrook, Mrs. Roland
Philip Lonn, deputy sheriff.
Berry, Mrs. Willard Boggs. Mrs.
Maurice E. Davi-, deputy sheriff,
Roland Starrett, Mrs. Edwin Boggs,
has appointed the following depu
and Mrs. J. Homer Nelson. April
ties in Civil defense: George Buck,
12, Mrs Cornelius Overlook, Mrs.
Roger Teague, Elbert Starrett, and
Albert White, Miss Verna Robinson,
Alvah Spear.
The four will be
Mrs Silas Watts and Mrs. Lillian
sworn in Feb. 7 at the office erf
Willard Pease, sheriff of Knox Simmons. May 10. Mrs. Fred Star
rett, Mrs. Fred Campbell, Mrs.
County, in Rockland.
Members of Troop 224, Boy Clara Lermond, Mrs. Fred Perkins,
Jr., Mrs. Elmer Watts, and Mrs.
Scouts of America and their Scout
master, Philip Kalloch were in Edgar Wiley. June 14, Mrs. George
Thomaston Sunday to aid in the Buck, Mrs. William Cunningham,
search for the missing Robert Mrs. Harold Durant, Mrs. B. J.
Pellicani, Mrs. Llewellyn Payson,
Niles.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Starrett and Mrs. P. D. Starrett; July 12,
have become members of the Mrs Edwin Boggs, Sr., Mrs. Parker
Riverside Club, which met Wed McKellar, Mrs. Alice Mathews.
nesday night at the Congregational Mrs. Walter Starrett, Mrs. Robert
MacKenzie and Mrs. Maynard
Leach. Aug. 9, Mrs. Sidney Wyllie,
like intelligence.
Years ago Winn Eaton, a most Mrs. Michael Halligan, co-chair
genial neighbor and pedestrian men; Mrs. William Cunningham,
from South Thomaston's Big Land- ■ Mrs. Lillian Simmons, Mrs. Edgar
ing area, told me a fox story which ] Wiley and Miss Frances Spear;
I took with a grain of salt, but, waitresses, Mrs. Roland Starrett,
which in some respects is not be Miss Verna Robinson, Mrs. Russell
yond the intelligence of some foxes. Smith and Mrs. Dyson Jameson.
Sept. 13. Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs.
Here it is for your approval.
It seems that Mr. Eaton was S. B. Kalloch, Mrs. Uno Laiho, Mrs.
walking to Rockland one bright Willard Boggs. Mrs. Nestor SaloWinter morning pulling a hand maki, and Miss Verna Robinson;
sled when he chanced to see a fox Oct. 11, Mrs. Maynard Leach, Mrs.
coming towards him across the pas- i Philip Simmons. Mrs. Fred Starrett,
ture of John Pierce, near the South Mrs. George Buck and Mrs. Elmer
Thomaston-Owl’s Head line, pur Watts; Nov. 8, Mrs. Leroy McClus
key, Mrs. Dana Smith, Sr., Mrs.
sued by three hounds.
At that moment a car driven by Willis Vinal, Mrs. Jessie Walker,
Alton Hallowell came along and Mrs. Earl Moore, Sr., and Mrs.
hitching his sled to the rear bumper Fred Perkins, Jr. Dec. 13, Mrs. B.
Mr. Eaton climbed in the car and j J. Pellicani. Mrs. Boynton Majccy.
proceeded towards Rockland with Mrs. Roland Berry, Mrs. Michael
Halligan. and Mrs. Roland Starrett.
Mr. Hallowell.
At the turn opposite the Milton Jan. 10. 1952, Mrs. Sidney Wyllie,
Philbrook home the hand sled Mrs. Philip Simmons, Mrs. Parker
tiked into a deep rut on the McKellar, Mrs. Donald Mathews,
snow covered highway and upset, and with men waiters.
Mrs. Mabel Shuman, cook for the
and its contents of several burlap
bags and a dozen eggs rolled into school cafeteria, attended Monday
the meeting of central Maine school
the ditch.
A quick stop and Winn climbed lunch managers and cooks held at
from inside the car to gather up Cony High School, Augusta, on
his possessions when to his great preparation and use of fish in the
surprise a fox scrambled from out program. Mrs. Fred Perkins sub
the folds of bags and beat it for stituted for Mrs. Shuman during
the woods. Call it “hitch-hiking,” her absence that day.
Mrs. Leonard Sidelinger and in
“dog-dodging” or whatever, it's a
fant daughter, Leona Mary, re
good story anyway.
Here is another hitch-hiking turned home Tuesday from Knox
story which I saw with my own Hospital, Rockland.
The Mystery Circle met Tuesday
eyes and which I can absolutely
night with Mrs. William Stanford.
prove.
In the early '40's I made a trip Tentative date for the next meeting
to Boston with George Thurston, has been set for Feb. 24, at the
now of Camden Fire Dept. to se IOOF dining hall, and with hus
cure the equipment for a battery bands of members invited to the
service which Mr. Thurston con supper which will precede the
meeting.
ducted in Rockland.
,
Mrs. P. D. Starrett returned
Just before we crossed the State
line headed South we were rolling home Tuesday night from a visit
along about 40 miles per hour when j of several weeks with her sister,
1
1 a gray squirrell started across the and niece, Mrs. Merton Thayer and
highway directly in front of the Miss Muriel Thayer in Greenwich,
car.
Ct„ and her brother and sister-inIt was too late to apply brakes law, Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Vaughan
or alter our course so I grimly just in Whitman. Mass.
Mrs. Ralph Robinson, who has
sat and waited for the expected
been a surgical patient at the Web
“
squash"
as
we
flattended
the
little
I
|
animal on the macadam, but upon ber Hospital in Biddeford, returned
looking back I failed to see his re- ' home Tuesday night. Her youngest
daughter. Miss Elizabeth Robinson,
mains.
In the next 10 minutes we prob- i R. N.. employed at Webber Hospital,
ably covered three miles or more of j came to be with her for a few days.
the excellent highway, all the while; The program at the meeting of
wondering what end the squirrel I the Baptist Men's Forum held
Thursday night, two movies were
had made.
Finally Mr. Thurston rolled the1 shown, “The Price of Victory,” and
car to a stop and got out for a "America’s Anniversary Cake.” se
look. As he stepped from the cured through the courtesy of Fred
driver's seat to the highway the L. Perkins, Jr.
gray squirrel hopped from some
Mrs. Fannie Brown is with her
where out of the running gear I daughter, Miss Jane Brown in
totally uninjured and climbed the , Rockland for a visit of several
weeks.
nearest tree.
Mr. Squirrel had saved his neck j New officers of 1951 will be in
by a lucky jump as we passed over ' the chairs for the first time Fri
him, and in the next few minutes' day night at the stated meetine of
had also changed his place of, Ivy Chapter. OES. Refreshment
abode from Maine to New Hamp- 1 committee for the evening includes
-------- 1 Mrs. Lillian Sunmous, Mrs. Emma

River at Thomaston on June 21 in
1950. They remained until late
September
If 1951 is to be a striper year
they should at least repeat that
schedule.
Let's be ready for them.
A' phone call from Mrs. Charles
Emery assures me that there must
be yellow violets hiding away in
fhe moist shadows of South Thom
aston's woodlands somewhere.
I had previously stated that I
had found them only on the Chat
field estate in Rockport, but Mrs.
Emery recalls that as a schoolgirl
in South Thomaston years ago one
of the boys of her class always hung
her a maybasket containing many
yellow violets which must have
been picked nearby.
I have promised to look for them,
come Spring, and if I am successful
in my search I shall present them
to Mrs. Emery for her kind words
about this column.
About a month ago Kelly Crie
told me that 52’ above in Florida
seems colder to him than 32’ in
Maine. It happed that I was
“chiding” him for appearing on
Rockland’s main “stem” bare
headed and with his suit-coat un
buttoned when it was “spitting”
snow.
Now in the mail from Mr. Crie's
Daytona Beach address comes a de
lightful little weekly called “Day
By Day” giving all vital informa
tion for residents and visitors along
the world's most famous beach.
That is. about all. for it failed
to give the expected temperature.
It so happened on the day I re
ceived the booklet that Maine re
corded a high of 52’ and that the
Weather Bureau listed temperatures
in some parts of Florida down to
36’, not bad for January.
Particularly interesting was theI
“Fishing News and Views” as re-!
ported by Redwood Wharton.
Thanks, Mr. Crie, we've got 10'
inches of ice here in Knox County
and only worn our mittens twice
this Winter.
• • • •
We read and hear many stories
of foxes and the manner in which
they outwit dogs and humans when
hunted hard, and there is no ques
tion but a fox is very capable of !
using his head when necessary.
In the expansive fields and open
spots I have watched them hunt for
mice or play tricks on the hounds,
and their tracks in the snow when
hunting rabbits reveal their dog-

NOTICES
or some other suitable person, be
appointed
administrator.
with
bond.
ESTATE C.ARRIE B. WALTZ,
late of Rockland deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking that
Frederick U. Waltz of Rockland,
or some other suitable person, be
appointed administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE CHARLES A. STONE,
late of St. George, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking
that Maud E. Stone of Cushing,
or some other suitable person, be
appointed administratrix, without
bond.
ESTATE MALCOLM R. CROCK
ETT, late of North Haven, de
ceased
Petition for Allowance
filed by Nettie B. Crockett of
North Haven, widow.
ESTATE UNA D. EDWARDS,
late of Rockport, deceased. Petition
for Perpetual Care of Burial Lot
filed by Mary A. Reed of Camden,
executrix
ESTATE JUDITH ANN PAYSON
of Union. Petition for license to
sell certain real estate situated in
Union and described in said peti
tion. filed by Grevis F. Payson.
Guardian.
ESTATE MARY A. JACKSON,
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for License to sell certain real
estate situated in Rockland and
fully described in said pet.tion.
filed by Carl L Carlson, Adminis
trator.
ESTATE FLORA ROKES. late
of Camden, deceased. First and
Fmal Account presented for al
lowance by Curtis M. Payson, Ad
ministrator.
ESTATE HARRIETT B. NILES
or HARRIETT P NILES, late of
Rockland deceased, first and final
account presented for allowance
by Robert E. Smalley. Executor.
ESTATE ORIN T. BURGESS, late
of Matinicus, deceased. First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Lena G. Young. Adminis
tratrix
ESTATE MAUDE I. CALDER
WOOD. late of Union, deceased.
First and F.nal Account presented
for allowance by Franklin B. Calderwood. Executor.
ESTATE GEORGE H JACKSON, late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Bemiece L. Jackson. Executrix.
ESTATE ESTELLE THOMAS,
late of Camden, deceased First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Alexander R. Gillmor. ad
ministrator. CtA.
WESLEY A RICH, late of Cam
den. deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Ralph R. Thompson
of Belfast, he being the executor
named therein, with bond.
Witness, Edward G Baird, Act
ing Judge of Probate for Knox
County, Rockland, Me.
Attest:
WILLIS R. VENAL, Register.
____

________ ______ IS-S-21

WARREN

Norwood and Mrs. Jessie Walker.
Sunday dinner guests at the
home of Mrs Emma Norwood were
Mr and Mrs. Ieroy Norwood, and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Erick on and
daughter Karen
An intermediate group of Girl
Scouts has been organizid in the
town by Mrs. Philip Kalloch. and
meeting nights Have been arranged
for each Tuesday night at her
home, starting at 6.30 p. m. All
girls interested in the troop, be
tween the ages of 10 and 13 inclu
sive, are invited to attend. The
next meeting will be held Tuesday
evening. Feb. 6.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

FOB SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement?, in this column not to exceed tliree lines inserted
once for 50 cents, tliree times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers lo be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

N'o classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will tie maintained for these ads.
ALI. MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

UNION
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent

Telephone 2-21
The Vose Library Association
will meet Feb 10 at 4.30 in the
library rocm. An invitation is ex
tended to all interested persons.
Grevis Payson was in Hartford,
Conn., for two days to attend a
Ford Tractor Convention, then re
turning to Boston he attended the
New England
farm equipment
show at the Hotel Bradford.
Methodist Church

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BALED Hay for sale. Contact
McCormick-Deering Baler; Farm- NEIL RUSSELL, Lake Ave.. City.
13’ 15
all Tractor with cultivator $7C6, Tel. 408.
John Deere L with plow and culti
NINE-ROOM
House
for
sale;
vator. John Deere B <820; John
new modern bath, oil furnace, ga
Deere Tractor Spreader on rub rage. small garden spot. Five miles
ber $75; GI on rubber $165; and
many other spreaders. -W. S. from city cn main road, ideal loca
tion for children, 300 yards from
PILLSBURY * SON. Waterville school.
Price reasonable. If in
18-S-21
terested write G. R. ' The Cou
DeLaval Milker $165, Mcntgom- rier-Gazette for appointment.
11*16
ery-Ward Farm Master 2-unit
$100; M. W. portable milker, com
OLDS 4-dr. sedan, 1938. for sale;
plete $45, units $25 to $50, Conde 4 new tires, motor overhauled. $275.
ii Hinman milker; shallow and TEL. 258-MK 61 Grace S
14 16
deep well Water Pumps $60 to $120;
Wilson zero-flow 8-can Cooler, Esco
PHII/CO Radio-Phonograph for
10-can and Esco 8-can Cooler $200. sale. Table model, with automatic
W. S PILLSSBURY & SON. Wa record changer; excellent condition.
terville.
18-S-21 TEL. Thomaston 24.
14-16
FARMERS' SPECIAL:

Rev. Albert I. Oliver will have as
his subject Suday morning “The
Persistence of Religion."
Service
HAY for sale, 4 tons. C C
at. 1030 with Kindergarten class CHUBS. South Hope, M<
Tel
and nursery in the vestry.
The Union, 11-23.
1.7 17
youngsters in charge of Mr Alex
SB OND-H AND Ironer I
ander Hardie, assisted by Mrs. good condition; 28 Spring St. TEL
Howard Hawes and Miss Lynette 1281-M.
15-17
Hilt last Sunday, were pleased to SEWING Machine., for sale, drop
find a coat rack (just their size) heads $5 and up. Will install motors
and a unit with shelves for their on any machine. FIX-IT SHOP 138
15tf
toys and games. The coat rack Camden St. Tel. 1C91-W.
was made by Alexander Hardie
MAGEE Kitchen range for sale;
with hardware given by John white and in excellent condition;
Creighton. The attractive shelves new A B.C. oil burner recently in
stalled; reasonably-priced for quick
were made by Waller Burgess .sale. MAURICE LEONARD. Tel
with lumber donated by Ralph 1592-M1.
15-17
Starrett.
The Kupples Klub met Wednes LOST AND FOUND
day night for a fine social gather
ing. Supper was served by Herbert TAN and white female fox Hound
and Aubyne Hawes, George and lost in vicinity of No. Union. Liberal
reward. Gill Bryant, Upper Moun
Clara Day, George and Aleda Fos tain St , Camden. TEL. Camden
sett, Kupples matched Valentines 8433.
14-18
for partners, then each gens read
his Valentine to his lady. Num
bers were drawn for the duties fol
MAN with team wanted to haul
lowing the supper, and the work
quickly cleared away. The first logs. Camp to live in. HERBERT
TIBBETTS, South Waldoboro.
part of the evening was devoted to Tel.
94-4.
15 It
games, a whistling contest being i
ENGLISH China Dishes in Stanwon by the ladies. Mr. Oliver was; cliffe pattern wanted, that Fullerthe first of a group of men to Cobb-Davis sold years ago. TEL
finish sewing on his allotted but 688.
15-17
tons. George Day won the clothe.?1 SEWING Machine wanted. MRS.
line contest for the men and Aleda 1 RACHEL HILL. Tel. 27-J, after
15*17
Fossett for the women.
Avis j 5 p. m.
Nichols entertained by playing' LADIES: Are you in need of
several rolls on a very antique; more money? Avon Products holds
hand organ. (The year of manu- 1 the answer. Become a Represen
tative and serve your Community
facture unknown.) The perforated ' during convenient hours. Repre
rolls were inserted, as in a player sentatives wanted in Rockland.
piano, turned by a hand crank, Rockport. Union. Warren. Lincoln
they passed over reeds, producing ville. Liberty. Washington, Ten
ant's Harbor, North Haven Write
the tune, blown out by pillows.
MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON. Wa
The Friendly Circle meets Tues terville.
15’20
day noon in the vestry.
WOMAN wanted for general
bookkeeping, hours may be ar
ranged Call in person, ROCK
LAND POULTRY CO.. 41 Tillson
Ave., city.
15tf
COPPER Hot Water Tank in good
condition wanted. E. E. NELSON.
18 High St.. Thomaston. TEL
157-21 after 6 p. m.
14*16
WOMAN with one child desires
Position as housekeeper for one
SA
adult. TEL 1488.
13-15
WASTE Paper and Tires wanted.
MORRIS GORDON & SON. 6 T
St.
12tf
PRACTICAL Nurse wants posi; tion. hospital experience. TEL.
23-W.
12tf
CARPENTRY, inside remodeling,
ceilings, floor sanding and linoleum
Many men have a hundred acres laying. ISRAEL SNOW, 14 Ocean
of possibilities but keep only halft St. Tel. 1171-R.
14tf
an acre under cultivation.
ALTERATIONS and Repair W’ork
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel
TO LET
1680. EVA AMES
10’15
THREE-ROOM unfurnished
----- ---upWASTE Paper wanted, newspa
stairs Apt. to let at 13 Pleasant St ! pers. books, magazines, corrugat
Call 30 OAK ST.
15-16 ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
147tf
LARGE sunny front room to let; AVE., City.
LOGS wanted—Spruce, Pine and
kit. priv central. 29 Beech St.
TEL 1116-W.
14*16 Hemlock. For Fall and Winter de
livery. Highest cash prices. PASSAPARTMENT of five room, and MORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
bath to let. 36 Pleasant St., heat 2330.
128-tf
ed, $45. TEL. 1051-R.
13*15
TOP prices paid for all kinds of
UNFURNISHED five-room Rent junk, iron, steel, metals, batteries
to let; 67 Rankin St. TEL. 741-W. and rags. MORRIS GORDON &
13*15 SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf
LARGE 5-room 2d. floor unfur
ANTIQUES, Glass China, Furni
nished Apt. to let Oil. hot water ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted
heat; continuous hot water fur CARL E FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
ltf
nished.
Adults only.
Available Tel. Rockland 103
Feb. 15. Write RL.. % The Cou
WASHING Machine and Wringer
rier-Gazette.
13*15 Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
FLOOR Sander, polisher to let. liver. Tel. 677, Rockland PITLER
Also paint sprayer and wallpaper s»d •. rrcvvrv arrow”
steamer; MAIN ST. HARDWARE
CO.
9tf
TO LET
SANDING Machine and polisher
SIX Rooms and bath, unfur
to let
Inquire at SEA COAST
PAINT CO, 440 Mam St.
2tf nished Apartment to let. Adults
only. Available Jan. 1, 76 Park St..
TEL 147-W. Call after 5 p. m.
lOtf
FACTORY ENGINEERED
SMALL Furnished Apartment to
let. Apply ln person, 11 JAMES
PARTS
St.
129tf
For All Chrysler Make Cars
FURNISHED, heated Apt., to let;
two rooms, elec, kitchen; also
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
3-room unfurnished Apt., elec,
DeSoto
kitchen, steam heat. bath. Inquire
Also Dodge Joh-Rated
67 TALBOT AVENUE
150tf
Truck Parts
HEaTED and unheated furnished
Apts, to let. V F STUDLEY, 77
NELSON BROS. GARAGE Park 8t. Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
il5 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
ROOMS. Board by day or week
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. M0-(. Tbom1-tf

WANTED

Mto*.

____

BALED hay for sale at the farm
or delivered
TEI,. 806-J. Peter
Edwards
14-16

RECORDS for sale All size and
speeds. Largest stock in this area.
Aiso large stock of leading makes
of radios at present. W D.
HEAIJJ’S. Tel. Camden 460. 14-20
30 TONS Good Baled Hay for
sale, Will let it go for $20 per ton
as we need the space. Call JACK
DODGF, at Rockland 8091 or
157-W3.
14tf
HAY for sale. Between two and.
three tons, early cut. Inquire 22
ERIN ST.. Thomaston.
13-15
ONE House Lot for sale. 80x100,
Camden street, overlooking har
bor. CALL 425-M after 5 p. m.
13-15
GERMAN Shepherd Pups for
sale; 5 weeks old; females. $10;
males, $15 A. L. CHATER, 118 Elm
St., Camden. Tel. 2028.
14-19
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 25c
each, from Championship stock.
Maine U S. Approved, Pullorum
Clean. Cockerels, 5c each, 600
Feb. 9; 500 Feb. 13. All stock
Newcastle
Immune
BYRON
MILLS, Waldoboro. Tel. 51-3,
14*17
MODERN eight-room House for
sale; all newly-papered and paint
ed; hot and cold water, bath, good
location, nice yard. Inquire 14
James St. or TEL. 1519-M.
lltf

QUALITY FUEL OILS
Range. Fuel and Diesel Oils,
Motor Oils and Greases,

Cities Service Gasoline

THURSTON PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS CO.
THURSTON’S WHARF
30 TILLSON AVE..
TEL. 336
ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tf
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
clean U. S approved stock, for
sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23.- Wal
doboro.
4-tf
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath,
for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
AVE. No information by phone.
146tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 202-W

1-tf

DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
Gleason St, Thomaston. foT sale;
about an acre of land and small
barn
If you need a home,
this ls a flpe Investment. Centact
H B. KALER, Washington Tel.
5-25
71tf
FOR SALE—Have a few used
White Oil and Gaa Combination
Stoves. Some Black Stoves, with Oil
Burners. Electric Stove. Used Deep
Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
cheap. If you are looking for some
used stuff, we have lt at prices you
can afford to pay I also have S
reasonabiy-priced Farms that I
will sell. Whatever you need, see
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER,
Washington, Me Tel »-25 Open
385 days every year
49tf
WE have some reasonably-priced
used cars for sale If you do not
want to buy one, perhaps you have
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
some horse trading, sell on time
payments, ln fact we do anything
to please HAROLD B. KALER,
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. National
Shawmut Bank of Boston wt nance

-eu

GRANITE LIVES FOREYEB
Walks, Steps. Posts, Fireplace*,
Mooring Stones and Chain. Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation
Stone.
Eatimates
rladly submitted. Ne ebllgatlon.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Sueceiwora to John Mee
han A Son i. Clark Island. Mt,
Tel. Rockland Zl-Wl ay Tenant's
Harker M-U
U-tf

TuGidaV-ThufsdSV-^atuTO
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
White Oak Juvenile Knox Pomona Meeting

Ventilation Troubles Mr. Poultryman?

Granye Installed Officers For No Session Will Be Held To
day: Next Meeting On
1951 Last Week With
Wednesday In Union
ff Edwin Benner Piaster
The first evening meeting sched
Edwin Benner was installed
worthy master of the White Oak uled on the 1951 program for Knox
Juvenile Grange, North Warren, at Pomona Grange is set for Wednes
installation ceremonies held Satur day night next week, Feb. 7, at
Pioneer Grange, East Union. The
day afternoon, Jan. 27.
Other officers eated are, Alton meeting will be called to order at
Gammon, overseer; Nancy Howard, 8 p. m., and will be followed by
lecturer; Carleton Wiley, steward: a upper served by the lady ofSandra Mitchell, chaplain; Howard f.cers of the host Grange.
Knox Pomona members will note
Wiley, assistant steward; June
btimpson, treasurer: Linda Stimp- there is no day meeting on Sat
son, secretary; Eldcn Beane, gate urday, Feb. 3.
keeper; Opal Miller, Ceres; Celia
Wiley,. Flora: Marjorie Wiley, lady
assistant steward; and Mrs. Hazel
Gammon, assistant matron.
Rockland-Rockport and the
Judith Wood, Ceres-elect, and
Simonton Bureaus In
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody. Sr., pa
Sessions With HDA
tron and matron-elect, will be in
stalled later.
Thirty-seven Rockport-Rockland
The offieers-elect were installed Farm Bureau members met at the
by Mrs Harriet Carroll, of Union, Glen Cove Grange Hall to discuss
Aivenile deputy, a stated by Mrs "What’s Cookin Round the Clock.’’
Hazel Gammon as marshal, Mrs Constance Cooper, district agent,
Bessie Beane and Mrs. Elizabeth was leader of the nutrition and
Miller, regalia and emblem bearer, meal planning session participated
respectively, and Mrs. Eva Barbour in by all members. During the
as pianist.
business session conducted by Mrs.
The juvenile degree is planned Minnie Small, chairman, the group
for a class at the next meeting, voted to continue meeting at the
Feb. 10.
Grange Hall. Improvements on the
A country store, benefit of the Grange Hall will be the community
local polio campaign, was held Fri project for the group during 1951.
day evening after the regular meet
A square meal for health was
ing of White Oak Grange. Com served at noon with Mrs. Cecile
mittee in charge of arrangements Moore as chairman of the com
included Mrs. Ernest Campbell, mittee.
Mrs. Benjamin Barbour, and Mrs .
Simonton
Irv»n Gammon.
‘
Hew
to
Care
for the Harvest,”
A meeting of the White Oak 4-H
Club will be held at Miss Anna together with 1951 Outlook Inform
Varpas this afternoon. Ribbons ation was discussed by Constance
won in the judging contest of last Cooper, district HD.A. agent and
meeting on holders, hems, and Gilbert Jaeger, County Agent, at
a joint meeting of the men and
dairying, will be presented.
women’s Farm Bureau Groups at
HURRICANE BOYS ELECT
Simonton Corner. The meeting
, Donald Perry was elected prt ■ started with a fish chowder sup
dent of the Hurricane Boys of per served by Cecile Annis, Glenys
North Appleton at their first meet Morton, and Alyce Alexander. Mr.
ing last Wednesday.
Jaeger gave an illustrated talk on
Other officers are: Billy Duly, the construction of a vegetable
vice president; Thomas Perry, se storage space. Miss Cooper men
cretary; Flank Mank, treasurer; tioned other methods of storing
Arthur Jackson and John Reed, vegetables and emphasized using
color bearers; M<nyti Mank, ciieer the method which would
leader and Billy Duly, eluo report
1. Preserve the greatest food
value.
er.
The second meeting will be held
2. Be most economical of time,
I on Feb. 7 at
h
■ IM R ef.ergy and space.
leader, E. Don Perry.
Fur the Kitchen Library
___________ I
• Most cooks can manage a qua
GLEN COVE
lity steak but. only an artist can
For several weeks the people of
produce excellent stew or hash.”
Glen Cove, meeting at the Post
The man who made that state
Office for their mail at. noontime,
ment might have added that a book
have been discussing the matter
of good recipes may produce that
of what they can do to provide a
artist.
better quality and a more abun
A
long - popular publication,
dant supply of water at Glen Cove,
"Meats for Thrifty Meals” (FB.
for both d um tl
Are i
1908), which includes more than
flon. A small number of people
100 recipes
for budget-minded
met last Sunday at the Post Office
cooks may be helpful. Single
by appointment at 3 p. m., and
copies of this publication are free
discussed the matter of better fire
on request: Extension Office, Box
protection, and after discussing it
415, Rockland, Me. Office of in
frcm many angles decided to ask
formation, U. S. Department of
the Town at the coming meeting
Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C.
in March to appropriate by as
sessment $600 to make three ponds
Stinson farm. This supply would
on Oak street suitable for tlie fire
give those protection who have not
pump of Rockpcrt to use them.
heretofore had any. It was also
'Die ponds would be. one, at the
decided to ask the Town to ap
Lufkin farm; two. at the David
propriate $400 by assessment to
Eaton farm; three, at the Sidney
provide a portable gas driven
pump to be carried to and from
fires on an auto truck, along with
711
hose, ladders, indian pumps and
other necessary things. This truck
is to be provided from other
means than from the Town. There
is much agitation here as to find
ing out from those in authority
just what needs to be done to have
better quality of water for domes
tic purposes, md no doubt there
will be a committee for this pur
pose appointed at the town meet
ing.

TOOLS

4 " JOINTER PLAftER

28.75
This is today's standout salue
in jointer-planers! Planes, bee cis.
rabbets, and end joins to gise
your home furniture and cabinet
work the look cf true ' factoryquality.** Cuts 4" wide.deep.
A'g 21" precision-ground gr.ylron table. Sturdy l-i" fence tilts
45°. It's a tool that can pav for
itself on one or two projects
alone. Ask to sec it today.

Bl'Y ON EASY TERMS AT

The Louisiana fan as set up and in operation in the plan), of the Camden Herald. Low in cost, and able to
move huge amounts of air. it may be a handy rig for poultrymen in the Knox-Lincoln area.

Once in awhile something come;
along that is so simple that every
one and his brother wonders why
he didn't think of it long ago. This
time, it is a fan rig which may
be adapted to work in poultry
houses.
Last Summer, Hamilton Hall of
Camden, who is editor of the
Camden Herald, was on a visit in
his native Louisiana and brought
back a fan kit which is widely
used there for cooling homes and
stores in the humid, Summer
weather. The kits for making the
fans were on sale in all electrical
shops about New Orlean sand most
all homes and buildings had one
or more in use, he said.
Four sections of Masonite to
make the broad blades; as many
pieces of strap iron bent to the
proper angle; a bearing or two
and a pulley made up the simple
kit, plus a shaft to carry thc as
sembled fan on one end and tlie

Weymouth Grange

Neighbors Night was observed
Monday night with 104 members
and guests present.
There were
guests from the following Granges
present for the evening: Pleasant
Valley, White Oak, Meguntieook,
Georges Valley and Goodwill.
Roberta Mayo and Dianne Saw
yer of Thomaston High School
gave their presentations which
won them prizes in the recent
Junior Prize Speaking Contest at
Thomaston High School.
On the pregram were Mrs. Jen
nie Pietroski, Gladys Davis, Ber
nice Jameson, Abbie Stanley and
Marion Lester.
The refreshment committee for
next m eting will be Dorothy
Jamcscn and Arlene Hill who will
serve a fish chowder supper.
Limerock Valley Pomona

Meguntieook Grange of Camden
will be host to Pomona Feb. 10 at
2 p. m. The Boy Scouts will be
honored and will furnish part of
the program. This is Boy Scout
Week in America and all Scouts
are invited to come in uniform. All
Scouts will be welcome.
Helen M. Gregory has the re
sponse and closing thought will be
by Charles Lord.
There will be a Valentine box
prepared and in charge of Home
and Community Welfare Commit
SOUTH HOPE
tee. Also a candy sale benefit Lec
Miss Reta Baird spent last week turer's Council. Meeting will start
with her aunt, Mrs. Susie Wellman, at 2 p. m. with recess for supper.
at Hope.
Boy Scouts please be there from
Mrs. Olive Hart was a recent 3.30 .to 3.45.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Meenahga Grange
Harold Coffin, in Bangor.
Maple,
Willow. Progressive and
Dirk Brown is at home for the
Nobleboro Granges were special
mid-year vacation from U. of M.
guests of Meenahga Grange Mon
Fcr social items in The Courier- day night when Neighbors’ Night
Gazette. Phone 1944. City.
tf was observed.

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR

THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU
CALL

BERRY BROTHERS
MORRILL, MAINE

lows: Clyde and Mary Hilton, Al
fred and Audrey Jackson and Mabelle Genthner.
While Oak Grange

j

At the regular meeting Friday,
night. Jan. 26, White Oak's Ladies’
Degree Team conferred the third
Officers of Maple Grange filled and fourth degrees on Carl Wood.
the chairs as follows: Master, Doug Nitelle Wood. Violet Mitchell and
las Ross; overseer, Virginia Libby; Aubrey Wiley.
lecturer, Eunice Ross; steward,
The weekly card party was held
Harold Smith: assistant steward, Jan. 24 at the home of Ernest
Foster Mank. Jr.; chaplain, Maxine Castner. Waldoboro.
Dyer; treasurer, Montell Ross;
Friday, following the meeting,
secretary, Florence Smith; gate ‘‘The Country Store” was held. Re
keeper, Joan Robinson; Ceres, Ella ceipts from this will go to The
White; Pomona. Sarah Robinson: March of Dimes.
Flora, Doris Heyer; lady assistant
Plan to attend White Oak
steward, Esther Lawson.
Feb. 9 to hear Frank Bailey of the
The lecturers cf the visiting Public Relations Dept. of the Cen
Granges collaborated on a very nice tral Maine Power Co., speak on
program consisting of musical num “Freedom Is Not Free.” Movies will
bers, readings, etc. Especially en i also be shown.
joyed were vocal solos by Marjorie
Ocean View Grange
Wheeler and accordion numbers by
Instruction meeting at Martins
Parker Erskine, both of Nobleboro
ville, Ocean View Grange, Mon
Grange, and a monologue by Eva
day night, Feb. 5. The State Mas
Wing of Willow Grange. Beatrice ter, Lewis Guptill of Augusta; NelMilliken and Madeline Creamer i lie Haskell, Auburn, State Secre
also put on a blackface skit. There tary; Celia Guptill, State Flora,
were brief remarks by Deputy
and Grange Deputy, David Carroll
Thaddeus Reed and Juvenile Deputy
I of Union will all be present at
Ethel Reed and the visiting mas that meeting.
ters. There were 84 present.
First and second degrees will be
conferred at the next, meeting.
The refreshment committee for
that night will be Austin Winchen Government Seeks To Aid
baugh. Morton Smith and Frank
Citizens—Cradle To the
Sheffield.
Grave
A refreshment committee for the
Women: Forty years ago women
Feb. 12 meeting was chosen as folmade up 13 percent cf labor force.
They now constitute 29 percent
and the percentage is rapidly ris
ing. Majority of women now em
ployed are married and some 43
million, one-fourth of all employed
women are married jnd have chil
and CROSLEY present the
dren. If you are a working mother
you have had first-hand experience
NEW SRELVADORS' for ’51!
with a problem that is now being
tackled nation-wide, under leader
moob
OAC-11
ship of U. S. Federal Security
Agency—the problem of how to
take care of children while their
mothers are at work. Peeling right
now is that while group care
should be planned for older chil
dren, it would be better to place
infants and children under three
With “Care-Free”
years of age in foster family and
Automatic Defrosting!
day care homes.
There’s nothing else like It—the wag the
If you are planning a child care
1951 Shelvador Refrigerators defrost them program for your community and
selves csmpietelg tn 2 to 10 minutes!
want to know how to get. in touch
with other programs, write Chil
oh
..
The Pacedren's Bureau, Federal Security
Setting Designs
Are Coming
Agency, Washington 26. D. C.
Froa Crotleyl
SHtlVAOOR
Old Polks: The fight to give older
people a better break goes on. Idea
is beginning to sink in that older
people are useful citizens and
should
not be thrown on scrap
M2 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
heap—that they have many apti
TEL. 721
5-Th*S-tf tudes that younger people don’t
have. Late hut month, Clark Tib-

Protects All

House-Sherman,
Inc.

House-Sherman, Inc.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.. NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
3-S-tf

•BOCKLANOMC.

way out of that trouble witli the
motor set outside the poulry house
and the belt run to the. fan pulley
from mo t any po ..tion
Emil Rivers, Inc., of Rockland
has looked over the Southern fan
and can make the kits, or complete
fan in their plant. As it happens,
the materials used in pulleys, bear
ings and blades are the same as
used in the firm's blueberry clean
ers and are already on hand. Mr
Rivers and lie- son-in-law, Simon
Hamalainen are now thinking serioutly of making up a . ample for
poultrymen to see.
Mr. Hall has said that poultrymen wishing to see the unit in
operation can drop into his Cam
den plant to have a look.
The fan Is not offered as a cure
all for ventilation troubles but cnly
as a suggestion which might be
worked into a solution of a prob
lem known to bother more than
cne poultryman.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment
<T.

pulley cn the other. A quarter
horsepower motor, or heavier, plus
a Vee belt was all that was needed
to set up the fan ready to run.
Supports to hold the rig in the
window are made, in New Orleans,
of either wcod or strap iron, as the
owner wishes.
The fans came in many sizes
from ones 12 inches in diameter to
43 inches, and larger for plants
and stores.
Hall installed one in his office
at Camden and solved his Summer
heat problem nicely last year.
Considering the trouble poultrymen have with fans and ventilation
in general, the simple, low cost
fan seems to offer a solution. The
rigs can be made to the size need
ed and set with pulleys to gain in
the speed wanted to obtain the
proper circulation of air.
Inasmuch as dust bothers most
commercial fan motors now in use,
the Louisiana rig offers a possible

THE GRANGE CORNER

TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

TeL.^V-470MAlN

SOIL CONSERVATION

Woodchucks and Sunshine
Helpers New Clubs In
The Friendship Area

By Roy Gross, Soil Conservation Service, Waldoboro

With The Homes

1

4-H Doings

Supervisors for the Knox-Lincoln Sod Conservation District will
be elected within the next few
weeks who will serve for a threeyear term.
According to Ray Thurston,
Union, Chairman oi the Board cf
Supervisors, the Knox-Lincoln Sod
Conservation District is governed
by a board of five local residents
within Knox and Lincoln Counties,
two of whom are appointed by the
State Soil Conservation Committee
and three elected by the farmers
within the district.
During the past three years, the
appointed supervisors who served
on the board are Donald Johnston,
Jefferson and Ray Thurston of
Union, and who will continue Co
serve as district supervisors. How
ever, continues Mr. Thurston, an
election for the three elected su
pervisors will have to be held this
Spring.
Mr. Thurston also announced
that petitions are now being circu
lated for Leroy Brown, Nobleboro.
and Schuyler Hawes, Union, for
nomination and re-election as dis
trict supervisors. Petitions are al o
being circulated for George Birkett,
Nobleboro and James C. Went
worth of Hope for nomination.
“Any farmer in Knox or Lincoln
County is eligible to become a dis
trict supervisor," says Mr Thurs-

Boosts Our Lobster
Product Of Spruce Head
Kitchens Makes New
Yorkers Mouths Water
Knox County readers will be in•erested in the following clipping
from the New York Times of Jan.
18, sent to The Courier-Gazette by
Lillias R. Sprague of 193 Grove
street, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Now on display in the State of
Maine's window at Rockefeller
Center are two frozen food pro
ducts from that region. They are
lobster newburg and lobster thermidor, made by the Spruce Head
Kitchens.
And because Maine
takes almost as much jealous pride
in its lobsters as in its potatoes,
there probably couldn’t be a
stronger recommendation for these
items.
They are prepared by Mr. and
Mrs. Kinsley Draper in the kitchen
of their inn at Spruce Head, a
tiny village just eight miles south
■of Rockland. As the hamlet is In
i he heart of Down East lobster
"country,” the Drapers get the
pick of the small, fresh specimens
that are essential to both these
dishes.
The thermidor, a generous serv
ing for one, is outstandingly good.
Firm-textured pieces of lobster
meat are stuffed Into the red shell
with mushrooms and a savorysauce of sherry, parsley, onion and
spices. The seafood does not have
to be defrosted; simply place it in
a pie plate and bake for 29 min
utes at 259 degrees F„ then raise
the heat for a few minutes to
brown the topping. A delightful
aroma—and taste—of sherry pre
vails.
Into the newburg goes more of
the same well-cooked lobster, to
gether with sherry and a rich
blend of cream, eggs, butter and
milk. There are three servings in
this 16-ounce package.
To pre
pare fhe newburg for the table,
simply’ drop the frozen block into
the top of a double boiler and
heat for about 29 minutes. Pre
sent on crisp toast or in patty
shells.
Ellen Grey, 800 Madison avenue,
ls the only one to have the ther
midor (for $1.25) ad the newburg
(for $1.39).
She hopes later to
have a delicious lobster chowder
and a bisque that the Maine firm
Ls just beginning to make.

ton. “In order to become eligible,
it will be necessary to circulate a
petition to obtain at least 25 sig
natures, before a farmer’s name
can be included on the ballot.”
These petition forms can be ob
tained from Mr. Thurston and
upon completion should be re
turned to him for transmittal to
the Stfte Soil Conseriation Com
mittee.
To the district supervisors of the
Kncx-Lm oln Soil Conservation
District, who serve with no com
pensation, belongs the task of
carrying out the provisions cf the
Maine Soil Conservation D.- tricts
Aa with respect to conserving the
soil and water resources within
the districts they govern.

Apple Recipes
Three Suggestions For the
Use Of Maine Apples
Tasty Winter Dishes

North Appleton

Donald Perry was elected presi
dent of the Hurricane Boys Club of
North Appleton Wednesday night
at the heme of the leader E. Don
Perry.
Billy Duley is the new vice presi
dent; Tom Perry- is secretary:
Frank Mank is treasurer; Arthur
Jackson and John Reed are color
bearers; Mervin Mank is cheer
leader and Billy Duley is club re
porter.
The next meeting is planned for
Feb 7 when projects will be dis
cussed and record sheets started.
Appleton

Beverly Griffin, secretary of
Appleton Boosters 4-H Club re
ports that Mrs. Mary Gurney,
clothing leader of the Appleton
Farm Bureau, demonstrated “Col
lar and Neckline Finishes" at their
meeting last Saturday. After the
demoi-stration, Mrs Gurney gave a
quiz which the girls participated in.
Roekland

Apple Omelet

Highland Hustlers are getting
wood ready for their next article in
woodworking.
A new member, William Martel,
jo.ning the Highland Hustlers.
The next meeting is to be at
Demis Curry's, 675 Old County
road.
The boys are getting materials
eady for their second article in
•v ctiworking—The Wood Basket.
The lead r. William Ingraham, dislayed a wood basket at the meet:ng la't week held at Carl Sawyer’s.

Four Servings
One cup applesauce, slightlysweetened, 'j teaspoon nutmeg or
cinnamon, 3 eggs.
teaspoon salt.
I'.- teaspoons corn starch, 2 table
spoons milk, 1 tablespoon butter.
Add nutmeg or cinnamon to
applesauce, melt butter in heavy
frying pan and have ready for ome
let, dissolve the cornstarch in the
milk. Beat egg yolks until light;
and add to cornstarch and milk
mixture. Beat egg whites; and
fold in with the egg yolk mixture,
Friendship
just before cooking. Bake slowly
Friendship Woodchucks is the
for 20 minutes at 350 and serve
•tame of the new boys club with
immediately.
Sonny Lash as president. The
For the Lunch Box
ooys voted at their meeting last
Applewich
Vednesday to buy some tools with
Four Servings
he money in their treasury. Work
Four apples, 'i pound American
as started on the shelves which
cheese.
ill be made as the first article in
Wash the apples. Slice unpeeled
woodworking.
apples in one-third-inch slices,
Sunshine Helpers Ls the name
crosswise. Dip slices in slightlyhosen by the Junior girls for
salted water (1 teaspoon salt to *i
heir new club.
cup water), or in citrus juice to
Jean Aho, secretary, reports that
prevent discoloring. Drain slices.
•he girls worked cn pot holders at
Slice cheese thinly: and place it
he meeting last Saturday with the
between the apple slices. Wrap in
eader, Mrs. Marie Lash.
wax paper and pack in lunch box.
The next meeting will be held
For Variety in Dessert
on Feb. io at the leader's home
Mock Apple Meringue Fie
from 139 to 3 p. m.
Four Servings
Friendship Woodchucks is the
One-half teaspoon lemon juice,
'i teaspoon grated lemon rind. 2 name of the new boys club in
Friendship with Mrs. Marie Lash
cups applesauce, slightly sweetened,
is leader. Frank Lee, secretary,
2 or 2 slices cinnamon toast, 2 egg
eports that the boys voted to take
whites, 2 tablespoons sugar.
Add lemon juice and rind to money from their treasury to buy
applesauce. Make cinnamon toast ; oLs for woodworking. Each boy
making a shelf as his first arti
and line small pie plate with it.
cle.
The boys meet every Wednes
Spread apple sauce over toast.
Make meringue with egg whites and day night at the home of the
leader.
sugar. Cover apple sauce w-ith
Jefferson
meringue. Bake about 15 minutes
The three clubs in Jefferson, the
or until meringue is slightly
Wild Cats, led by Mrs. Ida May
browned. Serve at once.
Hunt; Handy Helpers led by Mrs.
Natalie Chambler, and Jeffersonian
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Leslie Copeland is a patient Farmers, led by Frank Flagg, made
at, Knox Hospital where she was a tour of Pomerleau's Bakery on
taken by ambulance Tuesday after Jan. 21.
Mrs. Ida Mae Hunt gave demon
a fall at her home which resulted
strations on making fruit and
in a broken hip.
vegetable salads at the meeting of
the Jeffer-on Wild-cats last Wednesday. The boys meet every Wed
nesday and are taking up a Foods
pregram for better health. ConVETERANS! IF YOU RE ENTER
tance Cooper, HD.A. agent, will
SERVICE, PAY YOUR 61INSUCANCE
'peak at a meeting in the near fu
PPEMIUMTO VA FOP AT LEAST
ture on Good Breakfasts.

Vic Vet jay $

TUE NEXT MONTH, BUT ARRANGE

PREMIUM
DEDUCTIONS FROM TOUR
SERVICE RAY THEREAFTER

IMMEDIATELY FOP

Fast Warren

Eager Beavers with Carolyn Luf
kin as leader are making plans
for a parents’ supper on Peb. 22.
Lolita Arey, Doris Seekins and
Phyllis Leino are on the commit
tee of arrangements.
The next meeting of this am
bitious group is on Feb. 8th at the
heme of Philip Seekins, Beech
wood street bi Thomaston.
Warren

F

'Farm Time Savers” was the
subject di-cussed by the Georges
Valley Boys at the home of their
leader, Earle Moore, Sr., last
Thursday night. Jan. 25. The club
voted at this meeting to have a
Tag Day on March 5.
Herbert Martin and Arnold Hill
are on the refreshment committee
for the next meeting on Feb. 22
and at thq home of the leader.
Refreshments were served at this
meeting by the Assistant leader,
Mrs. Moore.

I
C

North AVarren
White Oak 4-H Club meets with
Anna Varpa today, Feb. 3 Mrs.
Ella Webel has been invited to
. how the group how to make bou
quets and ether decorations.

M 241

bitts of Federal Security Agency For full information contact your neareat
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office
went over to Federal Communica
tions Commission and urged that
For social firms in The Couriersome television channels be re
Gazette.
Phone 1944. Citv
tf
served for educaiional program
ming. In that connection, he cited
need for showing, via television,
how the aged can make very sat
isfactory employes and how em
ployment contributes both to their >
HOME RADIOS
happiness and the happiness of
CAR RADIOS
H
their families.
Young Man: If you are a novice
PORTABLES
I
woodsman and want simple guide
to harvesting of timber, you can .
REFRIGERATORS
now get a 144 page illustrated U.
FREEZERS
8. Department of Agriculture :
book called “Northeastern Loggers’ )
C
Handbook. Cost Ls 75 cents from
Supt. of Documents, Washington
25. D. C.
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
The best arguments are like
3-S-tf
fishhooks—they sink in easy, but
they're hard to dislodge—D. E.
Watkins.

PHILCO

1

THE RADIO SHOP

PHILCO

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
of Matinicus were in town last
week.
Oldest man in town, George
Doe, died Tuesday at Rockland at
the age of 99 years. Obituary will
appear later.

j

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Mrs. Malcolm Seavey of Rock
port. Mass . is a goes: of Mr- Wil
liam C Brook- Jr.. for a few days.
The Beta Alpha will meet Mon
day nigilt at the Ba: :i t Char h
vestry.
The World’s Day of Prayer will
be held at the Federated Church.
Friday, Feb. 9. at 230 p. tn.
Capt. Woodrow Wi’.son has re
turned to New York wire: e he will
Join his ship after spending two
months with Mrs. Wilson at her
home at the Wes: Er. i
Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon, 20'dock at
tlie Church vestry, followed by
the regular 6 oclo.k supper
Stephen Lavender will take up
his duties as prim ipal of Cherryfled Academy. Cherry, leid. Me..
Monday. Feb 5
Correction: News haa been re
ceived of the death of C C. Haffner. who was the owner of the
heme on Main street f imerly
owned by the Misses Atbie ar.d
Frances O'Brien.
The Farm Bureau will meet
Wednesday for an all-day • sion
at the home of Mr Eleanor Clark
The subject:
Modem H iusp
Cleaning Method ." Eaeh mem
ber take a sample of cap powder
and if any use well water, take a
sample of that
Mrs. Shirley William, w.she- to
announce that the meeting of the
Maine Chapter No. 2. World War
I Widows Organization wil. be at
the home of Mrs. Keryn ap Rite,

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Telephone 2214
Ensign Emer-on Hansell of San ,
Francisco is guest of hb mother,
Mrs. Emerscn Har.sell. and will re
port back to duty Feb. 9.
Rev. M H. Dorr. William Mill- 1
ington. Charles Gross. Howard
Henderson and Altcn Green at
tended the Area Conference on
missionary cooperation sponsored
by the United Baptist Convention
of Maine and the Council on Mis
sionary Co-operation of the Ameri
can Baptist Convention tonight
held in the First Baptist Church in
Bangor.
The Friends in Council will hold
their meeting Tuesday. Feb. 6. at
the home of Mrs George Hersoni
High street with Rev. F. J. Loung
way as speaker
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Eupea are
announcing the engagement of
their daughter. Miss Joan Eliza
beth Eupea, to William Gordon of
Boston. Mass. An ear?. Spring
wedding is being planned
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church enjoyed
a mystery ride Wednesday night,
with their husbands as guests.
After a short trip through the
snow they reached then destina
tion which proved to be the SnowBowl. where they were _reeted by
Capt. and Mrs. William Stanley.
After an evening of stunts and
group singing delicious hamburg
ers and coffee were served. Those
attending were Rev and Mrs Mel
vin Dorr. Mr. and Mrs Charles
Gross. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Heald. Mr
and Mrs
Richard
Moody. Mr andMis Fritz Im
hof, Mr. and Mrs Howard Rol
lins. Mr. and Mrs. Claren e Water
man Mr. and Mrs. Ri hard Meser
vey, Mrs Ruth Felton. Miss Patt
Magee. Mr. and Mrs. Wil iam Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stinson. How
ard Henderson. Leo Arau. Mr and
Mrs Fred Hainir.g and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Herrick
At a recent meeting of the Cam
den Mcnn's Chorus the officers for
1951 were elected: Presdient. Willis
Monroe: vice president. Howard
Rollins; George Boynton. secretary
and trea urer and Lloyd Ri ha.dson librarian. The Board Of Di
rectors consists of A B Stevenson.

.. BURH
D..„- quality
MARK OF
LI UM

CHRIST:
Never fails.
Never changes.
Never disappoints.

21 Lind«ey street. Rockland. Mon
day night. 730.
The Friendly Circle wil meet
Tuesday night. 730 with Miss
Helen Studley.
Churches

Services at St. Johns Episcopal
Church Sunday morning at 8
o’clock with Sunday School at 10
oclock.
Mass will be celebrated at St
James Catholic Church Sunday.
9 a. m.
Sunday School 94a a. m at the
Federated Church, with morning
service at 11. the subject. "The
Purpose of Lent.' Anthem "Lo. A
Voice To Heaven Sounding" by
Bortinancky. The sacrament of
the Lord's Supper wi’l follcw.
Thursday night. 7 o'clock, the story
of Our Religion
Sunday Echool 9 45 a. m. al the
Baptist Church with morning serv
ice 11 o'clock. Rev. Mr. Swetnam
will bring a series ot messages on
the Life of Abraham, his topic
‘Abram, the Immigrant.'’ At 6
p m the Young People's Meeting
under the direction of Miss Ma
rion Pickard who will give a veryinteresting discussion on "The doc
trines of the last things pertain
ing to the Church Life.' At 7
o’clock song service led by Rev.
Mr. Swetnam The evening sub
ject. "Letting Things Slip ' Beta
Alpha meets Monday night in the
Church vestry. Wednesday. Ladi. s
Circle meets at 2 o'clock preceded
by 6 p. m supper.

At St Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
service: Parish Communion at St
John's, Thomaston, at 8 a. m., anr
Parish Communion and sermon at
9 30.

fell to right in the front row are: Mrs. Margaret Melgard, Russell Kelley, Mrs. Betty McChesney
Mrs. Gav I’ "on. (enter row. Mrs. Ruth Perry, and Mrs. Nina Hatch. Standing, Mrs. W’inola Cooper
Roger Conant, Mrs. Bess Gowdy. Warren Whitney, Mrs. Patricia Whitney and Albert Elliot.

"You -aid It,” rollicking, slap
stick, three act comedy by the
Thoma ton Star Circle, played to
a packed hou-e at Watts Hall
Wednesday night. People five min
utes late to the show had to
scurry for the few remaining seats,
or stand in the aisles.
The Eastern
Star sponsored
show was coached by Almon B.
Cooper of Rockland who said
Thursday that 'iie how will be

repeated in Rockland in two weeks.
The performance will be for the
benefir of one of the Washington
Club projects at the high school.
The date is yet to be set.
Income from the Thomaston
howing will go to the charity fund
of he Eastern Star group to be
used in the work of the order as
needed.
In addition to the players, the
success of the play depended much

upon the back stage workers whom
the audience did not see. Mrs.
Forest Stcne served as prompter
with Mrs. Carl Ne? on of Rockland
in charge of makeup and Laurence
Perry of Rockland as stage elec
trician. Forest Stone was stage
manager with Orrin Benner as as
sistant. Mrs. Guy Lermond was
in charge cf properties while Mrs.
Vinnie Benner and Mrs. Faye
Stetson were business managers.

Beulah Calderwood, Mrs. Norma
Lloyd. Miss Frances Gray, Mrs.
Stella Robertson, Miss Annette
Burgess, MLss Ann Webster, Mrs.
MRS ALLIE LANE
MRS. HENRY DODGE
Correspondent
Correspondent
Linnie Smith and Mrs. Kenneth
Holbrook.
Telephone 85
Tel. Camden 2879
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Ame
The Willing Workers of the rican Legion will meet next Wed
Arnold McPheters has bought the
L.D.S. Church me.: Wednesday at nesday night, Feb. 7, at the Legion Staples Garage which the Curry
the church. Darner was served and Home Each member is asked to Electric Shop recently occupied.
a quilt tied during the afternoon. bring -ome article for the Penny Mr. McPheters plans to make stock
Sale thai will be held.
for the lobster industry, moving his
Toivo Suomela of Rockland was
shop from Limerock street.
guest Wednesday and Thursday at Archaeologists Excavate
The Millers.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Dorr and son
Early American Campsites
Greg left Wednesday to make their
Monarda Council, Order of Poca
Camp sites of some of the earliest
hontas, entertained a large number inhabitants of North America were future home in Connecticut.
of invited guests Tuesday nigh: at excavated this summer at a site in
Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh is in
the Red Men's Hall with supper the upper reaches of the Angostura Boston, having been called there
and a merry evening passed with reservoir near Hot Springs, S. Dak by the recent death of her brotherThe stone javelin heads found
games, music and dancing.
in-law, James Whitaker
there, buried more than 20 feet
Mrs. Eugene Vaughn of Oquossoc deep by wind and flood since they
There was no school Thursday
is guest at the home of her niece, were scattered on the surface as because of the weather.
much as 5,000 years ago, are quite
Mrs. O. V. Drew.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Upton and
The Nit Wits” were entertained similar to, although not Identical family have moved from the Welt
with, Yuma points. These Yuma
Tuesday nigh, by Miss Olga Carle- points, in turn, immediately suc house on Pleasant street to the
ten at the home of her parents, ceeded the Folsom point, the curi Overlock house on Richards' Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted McDonald with ously flaked javelin head from New Barbara Hanscom, daughter of
Mrs. McDonald as co-hostess. Mexico which is one of the earliest Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hanscom of
Lunch was served and the usual known implements made by human Rockland, is visiting with her
pleasant social
evening passed beings in the New World.
The Angostura site promises to grandmother and great grand
with sewing and knitting.
be the most significant yet found mother. Mrs. Madelyn Hanscom and
Russ Thompson of Matinicus has in the survey of areas soon to be Mrs Maude Carleton on Pascal
been guesi this week of Mr. and flooded by reservoirs. This is a avenue.
Mrs. William Chilles and Mr. and cooperative project of the bureau
of American ethnology of the Smith Mrs. Charles Rhodes. Jr., and
Mrs. Lyford Philbrook.
sonian institution, the national park daughter Barbara spent Sunday in
The weekly Church Night meet service, and the bureau of reclama West Rockport visiting Mrs Rhodes’
ing was held Wednesday night at tion.
mother, Mrs. John Heal.
The makers of these curious jave
Union Church vestry under the di
Johnny Larson, son of Mr. and
rection of the Flower Conunittee, lin heads apparently were nomadic Mrs. John Larson, recently fell and
hunters. These sites In South Da
Mrs, Eleanor Conway, Mrs. Clyde kota could hardly haje been more broke his collar bone at his home
McIntosh, Mr.. Hazel Dyer. Mrs. than bivouacs, and no semiperman on Beauchamp road.
Mildred Hopkins, Mrs. Edith Wil ent habitation site has yet been
The Girl Scouts met at the Bap
liams, Mi's. Frances Gilchrist, Mrs. found. The remains were buried
tist Church Wednesday night with
Beulah Calderwood, and Mrs. Ruth so deeply that it was necessary to
use bulldozers in excavating them. 20 present and the leaders, Nancy
Loveless. Mrs. Conway acted as
Animal bones were found in asso Compton and Kay Stone. The
leader of tlie meeting, which was ciation with the artifacts, but most
opened with hymns, sung by the of them were in such bad condition group played games. They plan to
have their ice skating trip at the
congregation, followed b.v Scripture that it was impossible to make pre
Snow
Bowl next
Wednesday,
cise
identification.
Thus
it
is
not
reading, by Mrs. Conway; prayer,
by Rev. W. S. Stackhouse; poems, known whether they are the re weather permitting.
mains of extinct animals or of spe The Thimble Club met Wednes
read by Mrs. Gilchrist, Mrs. Cal cies still living in the area.
day at the home of Mrs. Gladys
derwood, and Mrs. Loveless; a vocal
Wilson.
The next meeting will be
solo by Mr:. Dorothy Bennet. A
with Mrs. Blanche Carver.
Biblical quiz in which Miss Annette Molds Disregard Chemical
Mrs. Diana Pitts left Thursday
Burgess held high score. To close Rules in Survival Battle
by
plane for New Orleans, La.,
the meeting, "An Evening Prayer”
If it weren't for the mold’s dis
was sung by Mrs. Conway. At ter regard for the rules of chemistry, where she will visit friends and at
the meeting, a social hour was en we might not have the miraculous tend the Mardi Gras. She plans
joyed and refreshments served.
antibiotics with us today, according to be gone three weeks.
Mrs. True Spear. Sr., is the guest
to
Dr Donald J. Cram, assistant
Lyford Ross and Roy Arey are
professor of chemistry on the Los of Mrs. Harry Goodridge.
attending the Chevrolet meeting at
Angeles campus of the University
Divine Worship in the Methodist
Pcitland this week.
of California.
Church will begin at 9.45 a. m..
Almost all organisms in nature with Rev. John G. P. Sherburne as
The stated meeting of Monarda
Council, Order of Pocahontas, will synthesize compounds—d e r i v e d preacher. Sunday School will fol
be held Tuesday night. Feb. 6. The from sugars and proteins—which low at 10.45 with Ernest Crockett,
conform to certain patterns. But
11th anniversary of the organiza molds, from which we get penicil superintendent.
The
Camdention of the Council will be cele lin, streptomyecin. and other anti Rockport Youth Fellowship will
brated.
biotics, have a habit of turning out meet at 5.15 p. m.
The Church Night meeting at peculiar molecules, which do not
Morning worship in the Baptist
conform to the patterns established
Union Church Wednesday night, by nature.
Church will begin at 10.45 with Rev.
See the latest styles in Furs and
This manufacture of misfit mole Carl Small as preacher. Church
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top Feb. 7, will be under the direction
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. of the Sccial Committee; Mrs. cules seems to be tied in with a School will follow with classes for
unique method of self preservation. all ages. The evening service will
Molds compete with bacteria for convene at 7. The Youth Group
food, and the competition is stiff.
The peculiar molecules produced by meets at 6 p. m. There will be a
mold; are sugar-and amino-acid- mid-week prayer meeting and Bible
derived substances similar to those Study service Thursday at 7 p. m.
used in the metabolic chains of
Read The Courier-Gazette
bacteria pick them up, as if they
were normal sugar and amino acid
PLAYING NIGHTLY
molecules. However, there ls just
enough change in the configuration
WESTERN, POPULAR, COMEDY
of the compounds to cause them not
to fit into the metabolic chain.
DAILY LUNCHEONS
Thus the metabolism of the bac
SHORE DINNER AND A LA CARTE
teria is broken down, they die. and
OPEN 11.00 TO 9.00 ON SUNDAY
there is that much less competition
for the molds’ food supply
Treat Your Family By Taking Them To the
Were it not for this unique meth
WILL BE CLOSED
od of self-preservation, these molds
EOF FAINTING
might have fallen by the wayside
FEB
5 TO FEB. 20
long ago in the evolutionary battle
of survival. Dr. Cram points out.
"Wliere Good Eggs Meet To Eat”
Jr., Roland Richards and Lawrence
Tedford, all for one year; Kenneth
Herrick and Ted Dorr, two year
terms.
Frank E. Kennedy has been
called back to active service in the
Navy.
The meeting of the Village
Chorus will be held at the home
of Mrs. Betty Foxwell Tuesday
night Feb. 6.
Seaside Chapter OES. held its
annual semi-public installation
Monday night with more than 150
in attendance. The installing offi
cers were: Mrs. Aune Bragdon.
district deputy grand matron of
district No. 11. Mrs. Enid Mona
ghan. grand marshal; Mrs. Winni
fred Milne, grand chaplain, and
Mrs. Mabel Wilson, grand organ
ist, all of Tenant’s Harbor. The
following officers were installed:
Mrs. Robert Cain, worthy matron;
Robert Cain, worthy patron; Mrs.
Catherine McFarland, associate
matron; Wendall Payson, associ
ate patron; Mrs. Louise Walker,
secretary: Mrs. Lillian Shaw, treas
urer; Mrs. Natalie Parker, conduc
tress; Mrs Shirley Hall, associate
conductress; Mrs. Ellen Ludwig,
chaplain; Mrs. Vera Fitzsimmons
marshal; Mrs. Marilyn Barter,
organist; Mrs. Gertrude Fogg.
Adah: Mrs. Ruth Imhof. Ruth;
Mrs. Adele Hopkins. Esther; Mrs.
Mary Alley, Martha; Mrs Char
lotte Upham. Electa; Arthur Walk
er, sentinel. The warder will be
installed at a later date. As the
worthy matron was being installed,
a group of 12 girls dressed iden
tically in long white dotted swiss
dresses, proceeded to the East car
rying long-stemmed roses with
which they formed an archway for
her to pass through. The dresses
were trimmed with motifs pertain
ing to the month which each rep
resented: January. Sylvia Whit
ney; February. Dianne Mitchell;
March, Mary Ames; April. Shirley
Thompson; May, Linda Haining;
June. Frances Cain; July, Aim
Ludwig; August Elaine Hoffses;
September. Clarista Payson; Oc
tober. Luella Crockett; November.
Patty Crabtree; December, Kath
erine McMinn
The roses w-ere
gathered and presented to her
mother by Frances Cain. Donald
Barter opened the ceremony after
tha other officers were installed
and the installing marshal also took
part with a ceremony for the Star
Points. Entertainment was fur
nished by Ginette Perrin, vocal;
Donald Barter, piano; and Fran
ces Cain, accordion. Refreshments
were served. *
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• • • •
The Sunday morning service at
the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church will be held at 10.30. The
choir will sing the anthem "Up
ward Where the Stars Are Burn
ing" by Allen. Mr. Pavone will
present the vocal solo “He Shall
Feed His Flock” by Handel. Mr.
Conant will preach on the subject
“Jesus Sets the Standard.” The
Youth Fellowship will meet at the
Universalist Church at four o'clock
for the Interdenomiational Youth
Service. The religious service will
be followed by a social hour. The
Boy Scouts will not meet on Mon
day night in the vestry. The offi
cial board will meet on Tuesday
night at 7 30 in the vestry. Com
munion will be observed on Sun
day night at 5 o'clock in the sanc
tuary. Mr. Conant will bring a
pre-communion
message.
The
Women's Society will serve a circle
supper on Wednesday night at 6
o'clock Fern Horevseck and Kate
Greenleaf will serve as co-chair
men. Mrs. Inez Ames is to conduct
the devotional service, and Frances
Stevens will have charge of the
program for the evening. The
ladies of the society will meet in
the church vestry' on Thursday at
10 o’clock for an all day's sewing
meeting. All the women of the
parish are urged to attend. Lunch
eon will be served at noon by the
society. The World Day of Prayer
will be held in the Universalist
Church on Feb. 9 at 3 o’clock. The
choir will rehearse on Saturday
night at 7 o'clock.
• • • •
"Love" is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon which will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Sunday. The Golden Text is
from Zephaniah 3.17, "The Lord
thy God in the midst of thee is
mighty: he will save, he will re
joice over thee with joy; he will
rest in his love, he will joy over
thee with singing." Church ser
vices at 10.30 Sunday and Sunday
School at 11.45. Wednesday night
services at 7.30.
• • • •
At St. Bernard’s Church Sunday
services are at 8 and 11 a. m. Daily
Mass is at 7.15 and Confession Sat
urdays at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Sunday
Mass is at 9 a. m. at St. James
Church, Thomaston and at 9.30 at
the Church of Our Lady of Good
Hope. Camden.
• • • •
Hear Billy Graham Hour of De
cision Sunday at 2 p. m. over sta
tion WABI.
• • • •
At the South Thomaston Church,
Rev. Merle Conant will be the
speaker and his subject will be
“Jesus Sets the Standard.”
• • • •
At Lhe Church of the Nazarenc.
Maverick Square, services will be
as follows: Sunday Schoo at 9.15
a. m.; morning worship at 10.45.
subject. "God Needs His People,"
Rev. Edwin L Ryan, pastor; Young
People's meeting at 6 p. m. folowed by the evening evangelistic
service at 7. Subject “Before the
Bar cf Injustice." Midweek prayer
meeting on Wednesday night at
7 o'clock.
• • • *
The service of morning worship
beginning at 11 o'clock will be fea
tured by Che communion service
following the brief sermon by Dr.
Lowe in preparation for the event,
the subject of which will be: "The
Virtues and the Character of
Jesus." The kindergarten depart
ment for the care of younger chil
dren meets at the same hour. The
Church School for all older classes

CAMDEN THEATRE
Matinee at 2.00
Continuous Tonight from 6.30
TONIGHT IS CASH NIGHT
120 Reasons To Attend 120

John Garfield, Mieheline Prelie
in

-UNDER MY SKIN”
Plus

-MASKED RIDERS”
CODY OF THE
PONY EXPRESS

STARTS SUNDAY, FEB. 4

Sundav

at 300—700—9nn

Weekdays at 2.00-7.00—9.00

John

Agar, David Brian

“BREAKTHROUGH”

meets at 10 o'clock. At 4 p. m.,
in the auditorium, the young peo
ple of Prart Memorial Methodist
Church and Littlefield Memorial
Church will unite with the United
Christian Youth Fellowship in the
observance of National Interdeno
minational Youth Sunday. Follow
ing the service, the Universalist
young people will entertain at re
freshments in the vestry. Appoint
ments for the week include the
Chapin Class Tuesday and the
meeting cf the Mission Circle in
the vestry'. Wednesday at 2.30 p. m.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
Morning wor.ship at 10.45, with the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper
observed, the pastor's topic, "A
Feast of Remembrance.'' Church
School classes for third graders
and over at 9.45, and for those
younger at 10.30. UCY joins with
other Protestant youth ol Rcckland
in presenting at 4 o’clock in the
Universalist
Church an inter
denominational service in observ
ance of Youth Week
Appoint
ments for £he week include: Boy
Scout Troop 206 on Mcnday at 7
at the church; the Women’s Asso
ciation meets at the church on
Wednesday at 3 o'clock; ihe Odds
and Ends meets at ihe church on
Thursday night; and, Friday, the
World Day of Prayer service will
be observed in the Universalist
Churah.
• • • •

Mr. and Mrs Masten of Nutley,
N. J„ are in town called by the
death of her father, Charles Geele.
The fire department has had a
very busy week with a combination
of fires. Sunday morning, they
were called to a chimney fire at
Harry Shuman's, a grass fire at
Bruno Rissanen’s and one at J.
Macey's; a barn fire at Bruno Ris
sanen’s Thursday morning, and
Thursday night they were called to
Paul Cramer's for a chimney fire.
No great damage was done at any
of the calls.
Mrs. Harold David has returned
to her home on Main street, after
being a patient at Knox Hospical
a few days this week.
Gentleman's Night will be ob
served Tuesday night, Feb. 6. at
the Waldoboro High School. Brig.
Gen. George M. Carter of Augusta
will be guest speaker. All rickets
must be purchased not later than
Saturday. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Gladys Patrick and Mrs. Katherine
Dow.
Osborne Welt and Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Nadeau were in Boston
for a few days this week; they re
turned home Wednesday.
Meenahga Grange will meet
Monday night and the first and
second degrees will be conferred.
Frank Sheffield, Austin Winchen
bach and Morton Smith are on the
refreshment committee and it has
beer, requested by them for the
East side to bring sweets and the
West side sandwiches.
Mrs. Katherine Fredericks left
Wednesday for Florida.
Charles A. Geele

Charles A. Geele, £4, one of the
oldest residents of Waldoboro, died
early Thursday morning, Feb. 1, at
his home in Gross Neck. Mr. Geele
was born Sept. 11, 1856, in Waldo
boro, the son of the late Henry
Freeman and Salome Waltz Geele.
He was a lifelong resident of this
town and in his early life, was a
fisherman, later a farmer and then
he was one of the first to be a
poultryman here.
He is survived by his wife, Net
tie Geele; four daughters, Mrs. Ina
Stahl of Bremen, Adeline and
Elizabeth Geele of Waldoboro and
Mrs. Hazel Masten of Nutley, N.
J.; one son, Benjamin Geele of
Waldoboro; two brothers, Andrew
Geele of Portland, and Herbert
Geele of Waldoboro; several nieces,
nephews, cousins, and grandchil
dren. Funeral services will be held
Saturday, Feb. 3, from the Waltz
Funeral Home ar. 2 p. m„ with Rev.
Philip G. Palmer officiating. En
tombment will be in the German
Protestant cemetery.

At the First Baptist Church,
Rev .J. Charles MacDonald will be
giving the fourth sermon in his
series on A Message to America”
with the subject this Sunday "The
Cure." The Communion Service
will follow the sermon. Prayer
groups will meet at 10.15. and the
nursery for small children will be
open during the morning service.
The Church School will have
Bible study classes for all age
groups at noon. Manley Hart will
be the leader of the Ambassadors
for Christ meeting at 6. In the
7.15 service, there will be choir
and ether vocal music and Mr.
MacDonald will speak on the
question, 'On Which Team Do You
Play?’’ The prayer and praise
meeting will be held Tuesday at
7.30, and on Wednesday the Wo
men’s Mission Circle will meet in
the vestry at 2.30.
• • • •
The Reorganized Church of Je
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
pastor, George Woodward, will hold
Every Saturday Night
services every Sunday at Grand SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
Army Hall. Church School, 10 a. m.
3-S-tf
The Sacrament of the Lord's Sup
per at 11 a. m

DANCE

• • « •

At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
tist Church, Rev. John A. Barker
will bring the message, "The Land
of Beginning Again.” The Lord’s
Supper will be observed. Sunday
School will follcw the church serv
ice at 11.45. At. 4 p. m., the United
Youth Service will be held at the
Immanuel Church with our young
people participating. Baptist Youth
Fellowship will meet at 6.15. The
Happy Sunday Evening Hour, led
by the young people, with special
music, ac 7.15. Rev. Mr. Barker’s
message, “The Man Who Chose To
Remain Poor." On Tuesday at
7.30, the midweek Hour of Power
with study and prayer, also the
quarterly meeting of the church.
On Wednesday, the Pioneer Girls
meet at Mrs. Deshcn's. Boy Scout
Troop 203 meeting in the church
vestry, at 7. The Ladies Aid will
meet at the parsonage at 7. On
Thursday from 2 to 4 p. m., a mis
sionary meeting with Mi's. Lucretia
Dorr as leader. Hear the latest
word on “The World Day of
Prayer.”

WALDO ™TRE
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Every Evening at 8.00. Matineee
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY

You'll Howl At
This Newest Great.,,
Comedy Team

The

MHKMAN
STMS hv

. DONALD

JIMMY

Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

SATURDAY ONLY—FEB. 3
Double Feature:
Johnny Weismuller as
“Jungle Jim" in
“PYGMY ISLAND”
Also on the program
Frankie Lane. Boh Crosby
The Mills Brothers
The Modernaires, Kav Starr in
"WHEN YOU'RE SMILING"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
FEB. 1-5
Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis In
"AT WAR WITH THE ARMY"

TUES.-WED THt'RS.
FEB. 6-7-8
Bette Davis, Anne Baxter
George Sanders. Celeste Holm In

"ALL ABOUT EVE"

PIPER LAURIE • JOYCE HOLDEN
ENDS SATURDAY
MARTIN AND LEWIS

‘AT WAR WITH ARMY”

Tuesday-Thursday-Satufdaft

The supper held by the Daugh
ters of St. Bernards Thursday
night in the Parish Hall was a so
cial and financial success. The
hall was attractively decorated in
red, white and blue. A cake which
carried cut the same colors with
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Fuller an American Flag as a centerpiece
ton. Pleasant Gardens, will observe was awarded to Robert Whitney.
their 25th weddng aniversary Feb
8 with an open house. All friends
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Niles, Mrs.
and relatives are cordially welcome. Maude Staples and Mrs. George
Mason of Rockland. Capt. Maude
A special program has been ar
Staples of Cambridge, and Miss
ranged for the meeting of the
Ramona Niles of Brookline were
Daughters of St. Bernard's on Feb.
dinner guests Sunday at the home
6 in the Parish Hall. Members are
of Mr and Mrs Frederick Staples,
reminded to take clothing for the
Worcester, Mass.
War Relief and the Pope's Store.
House and articles for a sunshine
Mrs. Maude Staples of 15 Ingra
basket. The following committee
Dea Laurene Perry
ham Lane motored to Cambridge,1
will be in charge of the meeting;
Mass, over the week-end where she
Mr. and Ms. Laurence C. Perry
Mrs. Sebastian Groder. Mrs. Howe
visited her daughter. Capt. Maude
Glover, Mrs. Henry Gardner, Miss
of Camden street, Rockland, are
Staples. From there she went to
Helen LaCrosse. Mrs.
George
announcing the engagement of
Brookline, to visit her granddaugh
Gerhadi, Mrs. Mario Grispi, and
their daughter. Dea Laurene, to
ter. Miss Ramona Niles, and is nowMrs. Gecrge Hyland.
Pit Donald T Reilly, son of Mr.
in Worcester for an extended visit
and Mrs. Carroll Reilly cf Thom
Mrs. Isidor Gordon, assisted by with her son and daughter-in-law, aston.
Mrs. Abraham Small, entertained Mr and Mrs. Frederick Staples, j
The bride-elect, a graduate of
at a Silver Tea Thursday after
Miss Peggy Eagan, whose mar Rockland High School in June,
noon for the benefit of the Rock
1950, and the Western Union
land Chapter of Hadassah. The riage to BM.-3 Francis Lyver, • School, Washington, N. J., is em
table was attractively decorated U-SJS Coast Guard, takes place on
ployed by Western Union in
with a centerpiece of blue and April 14 in St. Bernard's Catholic Brattleboro, vt. Mss Perry ir a
Church,
was
honored
at
a
surprise
white carnations flanked by silver
Past Worthy Advisor of the Order
candlesticks with tall blue tapers. prenuptial miscellaneous shower, of Rainbow, Rockland.
Wednesday
night,
given
by
her
Mrs. Samuel Small and Mrs. Ed
Pit. Reilly, a graduate of Thom
ward Gordon poured. The after mother, Mrs. Thomas Eagan, and aston High School, attended Colby
sister.
Mrs.
Walter
Griffin.
Jr.
Aft

noon was highlighted by a book re
College, and is stationed with the
view entitled "Me the Folks" by- er Miss Eagan opened her many Army in Fort Devem. Mass.
lovely
gifts,
which
were
piled
high
Samuel Levenson. given by Mrs.
The wedding will take place in
David Goldberg. Guests were: Mrs. on a table under a bell decorated the near future at Littlefield Me
Sam Savitt, Mrs. E Allen Gordon? in green and white, buffet lunch morial Church. Rockland.
Mrs. LawTence Miller, Mrs. Saul was served The centerpiece of the
Sulkowitch, Miss Dorothy Gordon, table was a handsome bridal cake,
A tiny gentlewoman has died a!
Mrs. Sidney Segal, Mrs. William decorated in green and white with her home at 95 St. Lawrence street
Small, Mrs. Sam Cohen. Mrs. Mi a bride and bridegroom in the cen Portland She was Miss Lubelle
chael Goldberg, Mrs. Jack Green, ter. Guests were; Mrs. Frank Patrick, past four score years, who
Mrs. Keith Goldsmith, Mrs. Joseph Kulikcwsky, Mis. Julia Escorsio, had given mest of her life to the
Dondis, Mrs. Robert Keller. Mrs. Mis. Walter Griffin, Sr., Mrs. Ro Childrens Heart Work Society.
Alfred Levinthal, Mrs. Sam Sha bert Connell, Mrs. Milton Grierson, She was a frequent visitor in its
piro and Mrs. Nathan Berliawsky. Mrs. Robert Powell, Mrs. Ronald behalf in this city and her gentle
Pickard, Mrs. William Legage, Mrs. charm never failed to make her
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nute left Maurice Nute. Jr., Mrs. Fulton welcome. Since Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday by automobile for Hickman, Mrs. William Nystrom, Frank Carsley have been in Rock
Florida where they will vacation Mrs. Walter Powell. Miss Barbara land, Miss Patrick had visited each
for a month.
Dupre, Miss Maxine Denbow. Miss trip with them. She had fre
There will be degree work at the Betty Gamble, Muss Katherine quently said "My first call in this
meeting of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Curry, Miss Averie Eaton, Miss city is always with the Dr.
It gives me courage j
Tuesday night at Odd Fellows Hall. Elizabeth Sawyer, and Miss Eliza Tweedies
Mrs. Leona Pierpont will be in beth Carr. Sending gifts but un to go on."
charge of the supper which will able to attend were: Mrs. Frank
precede the meeting and Mrs De Castro, Mrs. Andrew Coffey,
Hattie Brown will have charge of Mrs. Donald Brevier, Mrs. Maurice
the dining room. An entertainment Nute. Sr.. Mrs. Angelo Escprsio,
will be presented under the direc Mrs. Calvin Beal, Mrs. Lona
tion of Mrs. Mildred Teel consisting Smith. Mrs. Jerry Clements, Mss
of readings and vocal solos by Alice Kenney. Miss Joan DeCastro,
Helen Myrick; cornet soles, Keith Mss Jean Merrill. Miss Diane
Monaghan and recitations and Merrill. Miss Beverly Brewer. Miss
Mow to relieve
songs by Ruth-Ann and Lenda-Mae Carolyn Keizer and Miss Janette distresswithout
Jackson.
Escorsio.
doling, rub on...
VAPORUB

Engaged

Social Matters
The Shakespeare Society will
meet Monday night at the home
of Miss Ruth Regers, Amesbury
street. Mrs. Madlene Jackson will
Je the leader for the reading of
Act IV of the ‘Taming of the
Shrew " Mrs. Dora Bird will pre
sent a paper “The Shrew and the
Demure."

Mrs. George Mason, Mr. and
Mrs. Perley Niles, Mrs. William
Staples, Ramona Niles and Bernie
Schmidt were guests Sunday of
Capt. Maude Staples and Capt. Ann
Keeley of Cambridge, Mass.

* Dr. Barbara Luce will be guest
speaker for the Rockland Women's
Club which will hold its February
meeting Monday night at 8 o’clock
at the home cf Mrs Mary Glidden.
101 New County Road. Assisting
hostesses will be Mrs. Betty
Pease, Mrs. Thelma Parsons and
Mrs. Alice Dean.

Mrs. Harriet Frost will be among
the 300 alumnae from all parts of
United States to attend the
28th session of the Wellesley Col
lege Alumnae Council, which will
be held at the College Feb. 8-10.
Dr. James R. Killian, president of
MJ.T., and Wellesley’s President
Margaret Clapp will address ses
sions cf the Council. Other speak
ers will include Miss Mary E.
Chase, executive vice president cf
the College, and other members of
the administration; Mrs. Francis J.
fright of Columbus, Ohio, na
tional chairman of the Develop. ment Fund and a Wellesley trus. tee; six distinguished members of
the faculty, and 10 student leaders
who will present current lnforma' tion about various activities on the
campus. Mrs. William Crawford
White of New York City, president
of the Alumnae Association, and
members of her board will conduct
sessions during the three-day WelJ^ey conference.
Perley Simmons has returned
from a week’s training on repairs
to hydromatic transmissions at the
Hudson Sales Corp, in Boston.

Experienced Waitress wanted at
the Thorndike Hotel, Steady Work.
Apply in person.
15-lt
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf
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P. T. A. Request

Spoke On Japan

National Body Asks That Mrs. Whitney Told Interest
ing Story—Hugh Benner
Television Be Used For
New Comity President
Education
The National Congress of Parents
and Teachers has joined major edu
cational organizations in urging th.
Federal cnimunicaticns Commis
sion to reserve televi-ion channel
for universities, colleges, and pub
lic schools for educational pur
poses.
Ms. John E Hayes of Twin
Falls, Idaho, president cf the Con
gress. announced teday that she
has filed a statement with the
commission in support cf such al
locations. on which hearings are
being held by the commission.
“The. National Congre.s of Par
ents and Teachers is concerned
with any project that may promote
the effectiveness of public educa
tion," Mrs Hayes said. "We urge
that the commission take immedi Hugh Benner, Ihe newly elected
president of the Comity Circle.
ate steps toward the allocation of
television channels for educational
Forty-eight members and guests
ar.d nen-commercial purposes.
attended the baked bean supper
"Recognizing the tremendous po Thursday night given by the Com
tentials in educational television, ity Circle in the Universalist vestry.
we recognize also that available The committee included Mr and
channels for the purpose must be Mrs. Charles Call, Mr. and Mrs. Alreserved for education as we 1 as vis Epps. Mr and Mrs. William
for the use of commercial broad Davis. Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
casters. Unless the rules and regu Potter. Following the supper re
lations of the Fed"ral Communica- tiring president Miles Sawyer called
tiens Commission are amended to the meeting to order and then
reserve television channels for ex presented the gavel to the incom
clusive use b.v educational stations ing president. Hugh Benner. Mr.
it is our belief that television may Benner then appointed these com
never realize its full potentialities mittees for March. Supper. Mr.
as one of the most important edu
and Mrs. Hugh Benner, Mr. and
cational aids yet devised."
Mrs. Stuart Burgess. Mr. and Mrs.
Request fcr the educational
Maurice Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Miles
channels were made recently before
Sawyer and Samuel Collins. Pro
the commission by a Joint Commit
gram: Mr and Mrs. H P. Blodgett.
tee on Educational Television rep
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard and
resenting the National Education
Mr. and Mrs George St. Clair.
Association, the American Council \
Dr. Lowe gave a few remarks on
on Education, the Association o!
ideas
for the coming year and
Land-Grant Colleges and Univer
sities. the National Association of spoke on the meaning of the Com
State Universities, the National ity Circle. Prsident Benner then
Council of Chief Stale S hool Offi turned the meeting over to the pro
cers, and the Association for Edu gram chairman, Maurice Miller,
cation by Radio, and the National who introduced Mrs Virginia Whit
Association of Educational Broad ney of Camden who has recently
returned from Japan.
casters.
Thomas D. Risliworth of Radio
Mrs. Whitney gave a very in
House. University cf Texas, and formative talk on her experiences
radio and television chairman of in Japan and showed many articles
the National Congress of Parent; she brought home including a beau
and Teachers, states in his column tiful evening wrap and hand bag,
At the Turn of the Dial, in the book ends, pictures and many
current issue of the National Par pieces of wearing apparel She told
ent-Teacher: The P.T.A. Magazine, of her trip to Japan by boat and of
that one university, Iowa State Col coming home by plane in 31 hours
lege at Ames, has entered the edu from Japan to San Francisco. She
cational television field and that said the American schools in Japan
applications for channels are being are ahead of the schools in our
made by several others, including own country. Although her hus
the University of Iowa, Ohio S;atc band had been sent to Korea which
University, the University of Illi was just two hours flying time
nois. and Michigan State College. from where she lived she did not
know much about the orean situa
tion until she arrived in the States.
She also said it is impossible to
make the Japanese understand the
meaning of Democracy. After the
Americans were shipped to Korea a
Japanese woman said one day “Now
I know what Democracy means—
the Americans are fighting the war
in Korea and the Japarese are stav
ing home.” Mrs. Whitney was an
excellent speaker and a lively
forum followed her talk

to be used in the children’s de
partment.

!T
*

ln some homes, children say their
prayers at their mother's bedside. In
our home, my mother said her prayers
at my bedside. She was a deeply re
ligious woman. She took me to church
every Sunday. And she never tired of
telling me that the happiest of all
women is the one who has discovered
the Kingdom within. Certainly my
mother’s ‘lovingness' and firm sweet
ness showed she had discovered the
Kingdom within. She had strength
and peace of heart that made her
glow with happiness. Even strangers
quickly saw it. And she used to say:

‘If you know right from wrong ... if
you learn to taste the joy—and the
discipline—of knowing God, you will
know love and happiness all your life.'
“This is what we are trying to give
our children—almost from the time
they are able to walk. So when our
friends say they are thinking of not
sending their children to church until
they are old enough to understand
and make up their own minds, John
and I cannot agree with them.
“How else will a growing child
acquire the strong -en-e of moral right
and wrong that w il, lead him to happi-

ness?On!y our churches can teach him.
“John and 1 honestly feel that even
with our strong religious backgrounds,
there are still many questions of right
and wrong that perplex us. (And as
every parent knows, there are many—
not only those that arise in the home,
but also from neighbors, schools,
clubs.) And especially with moral
values fluctuating as they are doing
in the world today, we want our chil
dren to have the guidance and forti
tude that only the Church can give
them. We know it ourselves. And
how incalculably it has helped us!"

W
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One of the many enemies of
smaller species of Maine wildlife
is the "Great Horn d Owl.' This
bird of prey is the largest "eared
owl" of the cwl famiy. This owl.
a raptorial bird is truly magni
ficent.
Somewhat unusual is the fact
that both the male and lemalf ow!
are alike. In other birds the male
is the one most always having the
prettiest plumge ar.d are usually
larger in sire than the female. In
this case the female owl is larger
than the male.
The feathers on top of the head
are raised to each side giving the
ow. the appearance of having
horns, from whence it gets its
name. "Great Horned Owl." In
flight the “ears" are held flat
against the head
When flying
fhe wings seem wide and broad.
Their color is a beautiful speckled
brown of various shades. The dark
under-parts accentuate the white
of the threat Around the breast
the brown is mixed with white and
from breast to tail the white has
bars of grayish brown. The cheek
feathers are a reddish brcwn color.
The large yellow eyes have a Ver
million cast and the pupils are
desp black. The beak is sharp and
thin having a cruel point at the
extreme end
The great horned owl is not na
tive to Maine alone; its ranges in
the Western Hemisphere is the tree
line of the Arctic and South to the
Strait of Magellon.
Too lazy to build a nest they
appropriate deserted nests of larg

“Scalped Look” Out
Al Plourd Says Women’s
Hair Will Be Slightly
Longer In '51

er birds such as the ba.d eagle,
hawks and herons.
Sometimes
they wil r.est in a ccmenient spot
such as a hollow tree, ledge or
cave. Tlie female lays two eggs,
sometimes three which are white.
These eggs are usually laid in the
month of February even in the
cold of Maine.
Their appetite is voracious.
Nothing is too small for them to
eat. bugs, ana inserts of all kinds,
snakes, fish appeal to them. This
type of ewl will eat other owls,
red-tailed hawks, ducks chickens,
partridge, pigeon-, and sometimes
domesticated cats when it hunts
on dark days
Their favorite and main dish is
rabbits with a dessert of rats,
squirrels and others of the rodent
family. They eat skunks, mink
and otter when they can get them.
The call of this owl varies. It
has a terrifying, piercing scream
which it seldom uses. At most
times you hear a plaintive series
of Hoo. hoo. hoo.
Don't be nosey, that is too nosey
in visiting ar. occupied nest. One
should use the utmos-t caution as
the ow! in flight is so silent you
might not hear it in time to avoid
having a lacerated head or arm or
perhaps an eye gouged out. They
show no mercy in defense of their
young and will attack any in
truder.
Contest Notes

The past few weeks we have
missed bringing you a little mess
age and having the contests, but
writh the many things that MUST
be cone at the beginning of the
new year we had to wait awhile
before resuming th” route-ts. Feb.
11 will be just CNE year since we
started The Children's Comer.
So—Next week watch for tlie con
tests to start again—and—if you
have really enjoyed this new fea
ture of The Courier-Gazette, let us
know. Any suggestions, comments
or criticisms will be gratefully re
ceived

Special Next Week
Watch for our new added attrac
tion next week! Every Boy and
Girl will love it—yes, and grown
ups, too.
give you a built-up affect on the
left side of the hair-do

It’s amazing how easy it is for
housewife or office girl to keep
hair in new trend, with the proper
shaping.

—KCGH—
Back frem style show which was
Rugs wear better If they are
The last Institute on Medical
based
on newspafiers. Bundles 10
held
at
Hotel
Statler,
Boston,
with
and Nursing Aspects
Atomic
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
Warfare,
will
be
held
7000
New
England
Hairdressers
at

in
Bangor
Mrs. Eleanor Sawyard. R N , and
62*aw
tending the "Scalped look out," zette.
Mrs Priscilla Sukeforth, R. N., at Feb. 6 and 7.
KCGH
tended the Institute on Medical
Mrs. Hazel Allenwood, R N., ma- says Al Plourac. Hair fashion
and Nursing Aspects of Atomic ternity department, returned to still short, but not as short and
Warfare, in Lewiston Monday and work cn Feb. 2, after a leave of severe as it has been in the past
Tuesday at Central Maine General absence.
couple of years.
Hospital.
One of the new styles that im
-KCOH
—KCGH—Mrs. Frances Martel, staff nurse, pressed him the most is the “Ver
Mrs. Shirley Lewis of Union
was off duty six days last week
joined the nursing staff Thursday, and Mrs. Sylvia Trenetr covered, satile." an easy way of explaining
the hair length.
It is finger
commg from Belfast where she had during part of the period.
length
—
it
may
be
either
a short
worked for Div E. W. S’ein in
—KCGH—
Stockton Springs as an office
The medical staff will meet on finger or a long finger, the length
nurse.
Monday at 11 a. m. in the Bok is decided to flatter the patron’s
profile.
This hair-do can be
—KCGH
Nurses Heme.
Miss Lucille J. Smith of Mars
dressed many different ways. For
Hill joined the nursing staff the
every day wear, soft loose wave
first part of January. On Friday,
with slight curls on ends.
With
FOR
INDEPENDENCE
Miss Smith was married to Dean
the flip of a comb, you are ready
Long, employed by the Davis Fu
fcr your daily duties. For evening
neral Home. Mrs. Long will con
parties, you just have to brush the
tinue her work at the hospital, liv
hair back into a smooth soft wave,
ing in an apartment during the
t arrange semi-side bangs into loose
Winter in Thomaston.
cluster curls and comb back to the
-KCGH
, left, into a smile swirl, which will
Mrs. Llewellyn Rich of Isle au
Haut sent a very clever scrap book
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People Not Afraid

Have Shown Small Sympathy
For Suit Against the
A. & P.
The Psychological Corporation,
which is directed by Dr. Henry C.
Link, reported recently that threequarters of the people do not share
the government’s fear of large
business concerns, and do not ap
prove of the actions of the govern
ment in trying to break up large
companies such as the Great At
lantic & Pacific Company into
smaller units.
Instead, they be
lieve that large companies should
be encouraged or let alone.
This was the result of two sur
veys totaling 7500 personal inter
views made in 124 cities and towns
from coast to coast. Those queried
were asked if large and powerful
companies should be encouraged,
should be let alone, should be
watched, or should be broken up
on the grounds that they are dan
gerous.
Practically all income and edu
cational groups gave the same
answers. And here, percentage
wise, is the public's opinion:
Forty-eight percent said the com
panies should be encouraged; 25
percent said they should be let
alone; 11 percent said they should
be watched; 2 percent said they
were dangerous and should be
broken up; 14 percent were uncer-

STATE OF MAINE
IN SENATE. January 11. 1951
the House concurring, that no bill
for private or special legislation be
received by this legislature after 1
o'clock on the afternoon of Thurs
day, February 1, 1951, and that no
other bill or resolve be received
by this legislature after 1 o'clock
on the afternoon of Thursday.
February 8. 1951. except by unani
mous consent in the body in which
lt is introduced: and it is further
ORDERED, that any bill or re
solve which shall be received in
either body of this legislature by
unanimous consent after the times
above set shall stand referred to
the Ninety-sixth Legislature if
unanimous consent for its reception
is not given in the other body in
concurrence. This order shall not
apply to bills reported by any joint
standing or Joint select committee
in the regular course of business,
nor to such bills and resolves as
are intended only to facilitate the
business of the Ninety-fifth Legis
lature: and it is further
ORDERED, that the Secretary
of the Senate shall cause a copy of
this order to be published in all
the daily and weekly papers of the
State, commencing Thursday, Jan
uary 18, 1951. and continuing up to
and including Thursday, February
g, 1961. (S P 41)
CHESTER T WINSLOW.
Secretary of Senate.

CONTEST

The first answer and a correct
one, as to the men presented in last
weeks problem picture came from
dr.ver a restful night and start Mrs. Hilton Ames The man seated
him off refre-heci next morning was Ray Knowlton with young Bill
from Rockland, or Bucksport, ac i Timmy) Wahlman in liis lap.
cording to where hi' was heading Next were Hollis Pettengill, Capt.
On the base that the average car. Os 'ir l.awi v, Harold Merchant and
load was four people, I argued Murray Bates.
Mrs. Pauline Patterson Schofield
that it meant two stateroom', pro
bably eight meals and ether and “Shag" Ingerson reported
things r’hat would add to revenue, shortly after, all correctly naming
provided the car was transported the group. To Miss Ames goes in
at what at least would appear to today's mail two tickets to Strand
Theatre.
be a bargain rate.
Two tickets will go to Ihe first
Andrew couldn’t ee that idea at
Naomi Installs
all and it wasn’t lcng before the correctly naming the steamer
shown today, also passing Dice's Naomi Clu inter 25 O2ES., held
curtain fell.
their annual installation last Fri
In that same era, on an auto Head
day night, with Aune M. Bragdon
trip I made to and from Wyo
D.D.G Matrcn as installing officer,
ming, we red. cne of those big lake
TENANT’S HARBOR
assisted by Junior Past Matron,
boats overnight from Buffalo to
Word has been received here
Detroit. Altos were charged for from Mrs Marion Clark of Lowell Enid Mcnaghan as Marshal; P M.
according to length and the charge that her sister, Miss Ei hel Gray of Mabel Wilson, organist, and P. M i
160
included a free return trip if New York, died Jan. 30, at Lowell. Winifred Milne. Chaplain;
made during that same season. Funeral was Friday. Miss Gray members and guests attended. Of
When we came home wc were able had been a frequent visitor at ficers installed were*: Worthy Ma
to get the last remaining car "Wallston,” Tenants Harbor, in the tron, Dcrothy Rackliff: Worthy Paspace on one cf those 610-foot pa t at it he Summer home of Mrs. ron, Harold Dowling; Associate
craft ar.d she had about 2000 pas Clarke. Miss Gray was possessed Matron, Helen Thomas; Associate
sengers. Tlio.e lines still operate of a sweet personality and was Patron, Ru-seli Thomas; secretary,
and don’t seem to be in the red. loved by all those who knew her. Margaret Cart.; Conductress, Phyl
lis Littlehale; Associate Conduc
Is there any moral in this, I won
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Osborne of es?, Fannie Makinen; Chaplain,
der?
Fred Green.
Lewiston were Sunday guests of Winifred Milne; Marshal, Esther
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watts and Mr. Mlnzy; Organist, Mabel Wilson;
tain. As an interes ing sidelight, and Mrs. Alec Humphrey.
Adah, Eleanor Tyler; Ruth, Gwen
there was no difference between
An error was made in the date Dowling; Esther, Agnes Elwell;
the answers given by union and
recently given for the min.trel Martha, Nathalie Simpson; Ward
non-union families. Both over
show, which should have read er. Maude Paterson; Sentinel, El
whelmingly believed
that large
March 9-10.
A rehearsal of the mer Tibbetts. Aune Bragdon,
companies . hould be en 'ouraged or
end men was held recently at the treasurer, and Enid Monaghan,
let alone.
home cf Levi Hupper.
Electa, will be installed at a la’er
In summing up these findings,
Word has been received of the date. While the Worthy Matron
the Psychological Corporation ob
death of Maude Hill, wife of Dorothy Rackliff was being in
serves, "At a time whin America
George Hill of Melrose, Mass., stalled, a star ceremony was formed
needs all the production and
which occurred at her home, re with the appropriate star colors.
power it can marshal, the contri
cently
Mr and Mrs. Hill have She was escorted to the East and
butions which big companies can
bien Summer residents at Walls presented with a beautiful colonial
make are prcbably more welcome
bouquet by the J. P. matron, Enid
ton for several years.
than ever before." The American
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Hunt enter Monaghan, she also received an
people, who realize that there is
arm bouquet of roses, with her son,
rcom and a need in this country tained the Ministers and Wives
Fellowship at their home Monday Ronald Rackliff making the pres
for business of every size and
night. Lobster supper was served entation. During installation, Keith
kind, are lar ahead of their gov
at 6.30, after which a social eve Mcnaghan and Dorinda Littlehale
ernment in this regard.
ning was enjoyed. Those present played trumpet and saxophone se
Newspapers, unprlnted, are avail were: Rev. and Mrs. John Quigg of lections accompanied by Mrs. Little
able at The Courier-Gazette at Sanford, Rev. and Mrs. Ondcn hale at the piano. Following the in
small cost and are useful for a Stairs of Gardiner, Rev. and Mrs. stallation of Harold Dowling as
number of household chores; mignt Orel Ward of Appleton, Rev and Worthy Patron, he was escorted to
also use them for figuring your in Mrs. W'illiam Dow of Camden, Rc, 'he East, along a square, formed by
come tax!
l’5O and Mrs. Melvin Dorr of Cainden, l a.-t Patrons and officers As the
Stir points were escorted to their
'everal chairs, the marshal preAT THE STRAND THEATRE
.-cried them wilh ecloniai bouquets,
reciting a poem appropriate of
their color and station, after which
Helen Thomas sang "My Garden.”
J P. Matron, Enid Monaghan, hav
ing received her Past Matron's
Jewel last year, was presented with
a colonial bouquer mde of $1 bills
from the Chapter and a gift from
the officers
presented by the
Worthy Matron. J P. Patron Har
lan Bragdon was also presented
with a gift, having served as W.
Patron for several years, previous
to the la't two years. The install
ing officer and her assistants also
received gifts in appreciation of
their service-. All responded to
these presentations. The following
program was presented: Songs and
dances by Sheila and Darla Tho
mas; tap dance by Marcia Watts;
recitation by Gail Donna Makinen,
and a band selection by Dorinda
Littlehale, Lorraine Thomas, Darla
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, hilarious misadventures.
Thomas.
Sonja Skooglund, Keith
Lewis, he uninhibited clown
hailed as the screen's newest and
Monaghan, and Ronald Rackliff.
whose
incredibly
flexible
face
dees
funniest comedy team after their
everything but spell words, plays Refreshments were served in the
sesational performance in “My
a tattered private with a high banquet hall by Mary Marriott,
Friend Irma'" series, are cn the sense of duty and a low IQ. Mar Beulah Allen, Marion Percy, Har
loose again in their latest starring tin, the handsome baritone with riet Tibbetts, Ethel Coffin. Mollyvehicle "At War With the Army," the free and easy maner is a rank Keen, Hester Hyvarinen, Howard
which is sma hing attendince rec conscious sergeant who keeps one Monaghan, Henry Allen and Elmer
ords in theatres from coast to coast. eye on the girls and the other one Tibbetts.
According to the crowds which on Jerry. Together they are said
saw a preview of this hit at the to rollick through a series of side
New Years Midnight show, it is splitting complications that leave
the maddest and meiriest escapade their commanding officer tottering
of them all. The screwball comics on the brink of collapse and the
are cast as two trouble making GIs audience weak with laughter.
who subject the army to the stern
This laugh riot film will open at
est test it has ever known. Before the Strand Theatre today and
their hitch is through, there is talk continue through Saturday night
of adding a sixth side to the Pen with complete shows at 2, 625 and
tagon building to deal witfi their 820 daily.

WHY THE "EASTERN’ FOLDED
Dear Steamboat Editor
A few weeks ago you printed an
article in which you deplored the
passing oi the Eastern Steamship
Lines service and spoke of the in
roads made by auto,-, and truck
Many of us are in full agreement,
so far as missing the steamship
trips is concerned but, per nail;..
I have often wondered ju : h w
sing was dut to
much their
shortsighted!
on the part of
management.
In those di
when the line first.
fell on evil days and Andrew Sides
(from Rockville and Bos..oh) w.
acting as receiver, I had a talk
with him one day in the Boston
Transcript office.
I told him I
was one of many who drove to
Maine several tunes during a year
and who knew every fencepc.-t and
landmark along the route. The
road wasn't so good in those days
and the trip was considerably
more of a chore, especially after
the novelty were off.
I asked why the company didn't
make a law rate for autos and thus
provide a service that would give a
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Head,

Ariie to the Steamb >at Editor. Though the name cannot he read she ran
Many living residents :•?<•.,I! her with aTTection.

and Rev. and Mr.. Earl Hunt unJ
son David. Tlie next meetig of the
Fellowship will be after Easter
Rabers Falla who
employed in
Wisconsin. has arrived at his
home lor an indefinite visit.
Tlie friend., in Tenants Harbor
ol Mr Hubert L. Hunter (Eliza
beth Corey) of Chicago will be in
terested to learn that Mr. Hunter
has received the Republican nomi
nation for Mayor of that city. He
is a graduate of Che University of
Iowa and of the Law School of the
University of Chicago, and is a
member of the law firm of Gregory.
Gilruth and Hunter. The Mayoral
ty election will be held on April 3
At the Tenants Harbor Baptist
Church, Sunday. Feb. 4. the pas
tor, Rev. Earl Hunt, will have for
his sermon subject in the morning
-ervice, "A Separate People." The
Communion Service will be directly
after the worship period. All mem
bers are urged to be present. The
Sunday School will meet at 1145
The attendance has been fine on
recent Sundays and the church in
vites parents to bring their chil
dren along for this opportunity of
Bible study. The evening service
at 7, will feature the music of the
hymns by the two pianos, the
singing of thc request hymns,
music by the Junior Disciples
Choir and the evangelistic message
by the pastor. The Tuesday night
meeting of the Junior Disciples will
be at the home of Maxine and
Rosalie Kallie at 7. The Shining
Lights will meet at the parsonage
at 7.30 p. in. Tiie Prayer Service
at 7 Wednesday night will be an
other chance to see what Gcd says
in His Book as we study the
(pistle to the Romans, Chapter 12.
The Shining Lights will have
charge of the entire service at the
Evening Service on Feb. 11.
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Gladys S. Heistad

It was so pleasant to receive a
letter from
Minnie Chapman
Ryan, formerly of Rockland, who Ls
at ’.he Maine Estate. Safety Har
bor, Fla., this Winter. I had never
heard of Safety Harbor before, but
evidently lt is in the Clearwater
section as a notice of Clearwater
activities was enclosed in the let
ter.
Minnie also enclosed a program
of a concert she had recently at
tended—one of the Community
scries — featuring the Columbia
Operatic Trio, whose members are
Helen George, soprano; William
Upshaw, tenor, and Carlos Sher
man, baritone. Tlie program fea
tured trios, duets and solos from
the best known operas, such as
"Faust,” "Traviata," "Louise," and
so on. The final group included
trios, duets and solos from popu
lar light, operas—familiar numbers
such as Golden Days from ‘Stu
dent Prince;” Giannina mia from
"The Firefly;” Wanting You from
"New Moon,” and Old Man River
from "Show Boat."
In commenting on the concert.
Minnie said: “It was a very fine
program. It seemed nice to hear
some good music. I still miss cur
old Rockland Philharmonic Cho
rus.
Rockland
has
certainly
changed with the loss of "Uncle
Jimmie" and "Aunt Emma" Wight.
I look back to the wonderful me
mories of going to the Maine Music Festivals in Portland and
Bangor, and think of all the
privileges granted us in hearing so
many famous artists.”
It is always exciting to receive
letters from Gwen and LarryBarbour, for they are so alert
menially and have so much musi:al Intelligence and understanding
that their letters are always full
to the brim with interest and in
formation. In one of their recent
letters they enclosed clippings cov
ering the Margaret Truman con
cert which brought about the sorailed
"Truman-Hume
fracas.”
Their comment was:
"Hume is quite young, in his late
20’s, I seemed to recall, and al
though I think (as does Miss Tru
man), that he is a fine critic, he
does lack a certain dignity, it
seems to me, and Ls inclined to
go overboard’ now and Chen, if
you understand what I mean. I
think he did a little on the Tru
man review, although I got many
a chuckle out of it. We didn’t go
"o the conceit; in fact, we have
heard her sing only once (on the
radio) a couple of years ago-

noted a., one ol the piograoinicd
numbers One of the numbers
played by tlie Boston Symphony
was Beethoven's Symphony No 3
m E-fiat major.' known a. the
•’Erolca.”
Glancing througli tin- concert
calendar for the National Sym
phony, which was also enclosed, I
note that Jorge Bolet, pianist, will
be soloist in an all-Tchaikovsky
program on Feb. 11, (You will re
member that Mr. Bolet is our con
cert artist in the Community
Series on Feb. 27. He stands to
day as cne of the outstanding
pianists and we are most fortunate
to be able to have him here. His
art has gone far since he played
In Rockland new several years
ago.)
On Feb 28, Leopold Sto
kowski will be guest conductor, and
on April 7, Oscar Levant will be
the featured soloist.
There seems tc be an endless ar
ray of musical attractions in
Washington, as well as art ex
hibitionism lectures, etc., and so
many of these thing' are free. Oh
dear, it makes us way up here in
Maine hanker!
• • • •
The Railroad Hour will offer for
its broadcasts during February;
Feb. 5: The Cat and the Fid
dle" with Frances Yeend; Feb. 12:
"Sari" with Dcrothy Kirsten; Feb
19, "Song of Norway” with Irra
Petina; and Feb. 26. ' Two Hearts
in Three-Quarters Time with Ma
rion. Bell
I might note here that Irra
Petina sang in a Camden concert
several years ago, during thc per
iod when so many concerts were
being given from the Music Co
lony. Petina was with the Metro
politan Opera fcr quite a long per
iod, but believe she was one of
those dismissed at the beg.nning
of th" management under Bing. 1
think she is wilh the City Center
Opera now at time
She ha a
splendid voice and Is an excellent
aitLsU Frances Yeend also appears
in the City Center Opera.

winch Plulip Wentworth stars, and
then letting my eyes run down the
page, I saw this:
• D^iij li
The Dallas Lyric
Theatre ha been established here
tin.. ■ a mi with Rand Smith as
aili tic director. Tlie organization
will prepare a program of scenes
and ac’. s from the standard opera
tic repertoire for presentation,
with the
opening performance
scheduled for Jan. 25. In addition,
an opera workshop Ls being con
ducted for training purposes,"
We arc always glad to get news
of Rand, for he is warmly estab
lished in the hearts of many of us
in thi
ectlon through his Sum
mer vi i: during which he gave
so richly and generously of his
talent and friendship.
• • • •
We have frequently heard on the
Telephone Hour in the past the
famou English pianist, Clifford
Curzon, o we are interested to
learn that he and Mrs Curzon
have adopted nine-vear-old Peter
ana five-year-old Fritz, orphaned
hilriicn of Maria Cebotari, so
prano of the Vienna Opera who
died n June, 1949. Tlie father of
the boy- Gustav Diessl, died a
year before his wife. Peter and^
nt a holiday last Summer
vt sing the Curzons at their villa
near Salzburg on the Attersee, the
ame lake where Mme. Cebotari
herself had planned to buy land
and build
The Curzons have
pa ;ed part of every Summer with
the exception of the war years in
Au tria. since building their house
.li thc Tyrol in 1927, and the boys
were happily at home in the bilin
gual household.

"We heard Jennie Tourel with
the National Symphony, and she
was splendid.
The concert was
not too well attended, as it came
thc night after tlie Truman con
cert and before that of the Boston
Symphony. I have never seen or
heard a more enthus.astic audi
ence, however; the real music
lovers were there.
•'Mtnnoti's The Consul’ was one
of the test things we have ever
seen on the stage. I am enclosing
the program and review from the
Post.
"We have visited the Culbenkian
collection twice, and we are an
xious co go back. The paintings
are beautiful and beyond descrip
tion. They have glass over them
for protection which makes them
a little difficult to see in some
lights. I wish Mr. Brown, the di
rector of the Farnsworth At Mu
seum, could see the paintings. We
will be glad to send him a cata
logue of tho exhibit if he already
hasn’t one."
To plate Gulbenkian in your
mind, in an issue of Life maga
zine some weeks ago, a d-stription
of these fabulous paintings was
given, together with reproductions,
and a story of Gulbenkian himself,
• • » •
who is called a man of mystery, so
Gleanin;
A daughter, Gloria,
little is known—or can be learned
va, b, ;n
the wife of Ezio Pinza
—about him. This collection of
la t month. Mr. Pinza has just
paintings Ls one of thc greatest in
-Lured in the film "Mr. Imperium’’
the world, their value beyond
in Hollywood. , , Pierre Luboshutz
imagination. The Barbours sent
nd Genia Nemenoff gave their
the catalogue to Mr. Brown, and Lt
fir ■ performance of the former’s
may be seen at the Museum. It
faiit. -y for two pianos on themes
is very worthwhile studying Also
. cm Die Fledermaus in their
if you missed out on the Life
Carnegie Hall recital on Jan. 21,
magazine article, you would be re
Glancing through Musical Ame , . Mary Garden's autobiography
paid by looking ic up.
rica I read an item about The
co be serialized in a national
’The Consul,” with the original Village Opera Company's produc magazine, and later published by
cast, proved such a tremendous tion of "Hansel and Gretal." in Simon & Schuster.
success that it remained in Wash
ington for an extra week.
The
Menotti work incidentally held its
first European
performance in
”1U
German at Basle. Switzerland, on
Jan. 3. Later in the month, it
a YOU CAN 1ST A I CAM AT HumJ
was sung in Italian at La Scala in
Milan. Meanwhile, the Opera Guild
LOANS $25 TO $200
CASH YOU GET
of Montreal .scheduled a produc
ON SIGNATURE, FURNITURE OR CAR
15 Mos. 20 Mos.*
tion to open in early January. And
Don’t borrow unnecessarily, br.t
if a loan will pay old bills, medi
$143.25
«o it goes—success piling up on
$178.88
cal or dental expenses, car or home
215.86
270.93
success.
repairs—it’s “yes” promptly to 4
* Applies to loans exempt from Fed.
Among ether things the Bar
out of 5 at Personal Fast, friend1?
Reg V/. Above payments cover everything!
’ erest Charges:
per mo. on bol. up
bours have attended are the con
I--------------------- 1 service. Come in or
'o $150, 2 7,% per mo. ci any remainder
oi such balances up to $300.
(12)
phone today.
cert by the Boston Symphony OrPnoonal
chestra under Charles Munch and
"THI
Klfi Hl l.'Xtl TO SAT y»JJrans
a conceit by the National Sym
phony Orchestra, directed by How
FINANCE Ca „
2nd FL., (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ard Mitchell with Guiomar Ncvaes,
Phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANoger
pianist, as soloist, in Schumann's
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
"Concerto in A Minor." Samuel
Loons mod? fo residents of oil surrourding towns • Small Loon Statute License No. 35
Barber's "Symphony No. 1” is

See the’Sl ill SilTO
IT'S REALLY NEW... Not just “re-styled.” but

today!

new beauty, new comfort, new power, too. And
the Ride’s a Revelation!

LOOK AT THE EXTRA VALUE DE SOTO GIVES YOU:

DESIGNED FOR YOU ... You get the luxury
you want... the extra visibility you want . ..
the roomy-comfort you demand.
AND YOUR BUDGET, TOO . .. Compare the
features on your right with those of the most

• New "Oriflow'' Shock
Absorbers

• Waterproof Ignition for
Quick Starts

• Tip-Toe Hydraulic Shift
and Fluid Drive

• Long Wheelbase, FullCradled Ride

• Big, New, High-Compres
sion Engine

• Featherlight, Shock-free
Steering

• Big 12-inch Brakes for
Extra Safety

• Big Windows for Maxi
mum Visibility

• New Parking BrakeEasy te Apply

• Scuff-Resistant Cylinder
Walls

costly cars and figure for yourself the money
you save with the ’51 De Soto!

The ride Is a

/A’
1-''*1'*"'
Mow
veNS

[~ DtSOTOj
*v*ount-

Don't miss GROUCHO MARX in
' You Bet Your Life” on both
Radio and TV each week on oil
KfiC »totion*.

MILLER’S GARAGE, Inc.
25-31 Rankin Street, Rockland, Maine
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